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Reel # 2 

“26 July 1365 

((Reels #1 and #2 “overlap")) 

TRANSLATION 

SAVCHENKO (A SAVCHENKO) ((was)) Chairman of the KGD in Mondavie. 

({the Moldavian SSR)). 

He was in Moldavia. 

You are certain. 

Yes, absolutely. 

You know his first name (imya).- 

No, I do not remember. 

I know -= ((he is a)) general. 

SAVCHENKO == he was in Moldavia. 

He was, ((wait)) one minute, SAVCHENKO was after BERIYA; SAYCHENKO 

was at one time Deputy ((Minister)), here, after BERIYA, he was a 

Deputy ((ilinister)) for us ((HVD)). 

Wherey 

In the MVD, in the MVD, the IVD, he was a Deputy ((inister)). 

And, to my thinking, there even was some period, when SEROV came, 

he was under SEROV, and then he removed him and he was for many 

years, in recent years he has worked all of the time in Moldavia, as 

Chairman of the KGB ((there)), yes. 

You know this exactly- 

Yes; that SAVCHENKO has been in Moldavia all these years, exactly. 
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A. Let us suppose that there was Still another (yeshche odin) SAVCHENZO. 

B. Precisely this SAVCHENHO, who at one time was Chief of the First 

Directorate, Chairman of the KGB in Moldavia. 

And I do not now any other SAVCHENAO. 

peo geen tee e ean tet 
A. Do you know some other SAVCHENKO: 

B. I do not ον. 

{I thint: that this is that one who at one tine was in the Ukraine 

(€the Uxrainian SSR)), δ Minister. 

A, Now we are talking about that one who was in the Ukraine and that one 

who was chief of Intellisence, and so forth. 

B. This one; he is in Moldavia, until recently (do poslednego vreneni) 

in Moldavia. 

_A. I simply am asking, in a friendly way, ure you certain of this or not. 

B. It is precisely this SAVCHENKO ((whom)) I have in mind. i 

A. I now am asking: Is there another SAVCHENKO there. i 

B. I do not know, I do not know. ey ath fee 

A. Have you ever heard of another Lt Gen (General-leytenant) SAVCHENKO? } 

B. I not (ne)... this one who ((is)) in Moldavia, Chairman of the KGB. 

OBIS were ete των A. I simply am asking, have you ever heard of another Lt Gen SAVCHENXO: 

ΤΉΝ B. I do not know. ἐξ 

I do not remember. 

yresene 

A. Let us assume that the SAVYCHENKO who was chief of Intelligence aod. 

_-2 Ee} ———. 
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' ining ntred-ga~the- Skraine-and pin your-opins p({49))-iieietersinen 

| Moldavia, ((that)) bis true first name tnastoyasneneye inya) ((is)) 

Sergey Romanovich.... 

B. 1 do not know. 

A. ...bieutenant General.. 

ΠΝ ne nen 

B, Lieutenant General. 

A. All the trouble ((is)) in the following, you understand «= you 

already have repoeated (povtoryayete) this several times and you 

say that he was Winister in the Ukraine, and so forth. 

You know that in Moldavia, the Hinister for State Security or the 

Chairman οἱ the Connittce for State Security, in your time and now -- 

to the present day -- is (sidit), or, in any case, last year, was: 

Lt Gen SAVCHENXO, Ivan Tikhonovich. 

B. (1G)... SAVCHENKO, what his first nane ((is)) I do not know. | i 

But I do not know his first name. 

A. You see, I want to say, when you are not certain or do not know.... 

Β. ((Interrupts)) So, but more I do not know the first name; I an 

saying, SAVCHENKO.... : 

A. You say that that SAVCHENKO who previously was in the Ukraine ((and)) 

then was chief of Intelligence, now he is Winister in Moldavia.... 

B. In Moldavia, yes, this one. 

A. But I want to tell you that there is another Lt Gen ((SAVCHENKO)) and 

not this SAVCHENKO, but ((another)) SAVCHENKO; I have given (nazval) 

you both correct first names; in Moldavia, the Caasrman of the KGB 

whom you know as this one, the other SAVCHENKO, . whose name ((is)) 

We iRate Je eh & Ivan Tixhonovich, who also at one time was a KGB employee and at 

“9 6Ώ ——— 
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A. 

one tine, 420 σρλογθς OL LOC &FOU VEMELAL GUEIL® LEU ἃ Δὲ ἄς διῤ'εδιὼ ὅς τ΄" 

coat 

Taerefore, I am asking you whether you have heard something interesting . Bee oe 

with recard.... 

(Cinterrupts)) SAVCHENKO πῶ that is the last nane (familiya), and 

that is what I said. 

' 

Tae question is (stoit) in the following: that -- you sec «αὖ it is 

hard to believe that a person -- as they say -- who worked there 11 

years either tries to say that he does not know something or wants 

to show that he knows. 

No, waat I know, I tell, only what. I know, 

Detween us, the SAVCHENEO who was in the Ukraine, in Intelligence 

and so forth and so forth, Sergey Romanovich, everyone (vse sobaki) 

in the whole world inows hin. 

Well, tell ((me, if it is)) no secret. 

Everyone also knows that SAVCHEN<O whom you do not know -—~ or wish 

to say that you do not know -~ because his nane is everywhere in the 

newspapers, without any cover; the questior is (stoit) in the 

following: that, you understand, if you do not know what happened 

with the SAVCHENKO who was chief of Intelligence, etc., if you do 

not know that it is precisely he in Moldavia, then please do not 

say.... 

((Interrupts)) I am telling you what I know, as (kak) I know. 

Why do you pose the question so. 

I pose the question so, because there are two SAYCHENKOs, and 

((it was)) not that SAVCHENKO of whom you speak that was in Moldavia, 

but quite another, and I want to pin down (podvesti) here that you as 

an employee of 11 years must know the other, whe also is. a lieutenant be 

general, ((and)) why you do not Know hin. 

— Stuhr 
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ay I heard the last name (faniliya), and ((tnat is)) all. a ἀπ 

A. If you have heard this last nane (faniliya), then you must have 

heacd the last nane (faniliya) of that one a hundred tines more. 

B. Maybe I did hear ((it)), but I do not know. 

, 

Η z 
Ἄ 

αὶ 
2 

Ioan tellinz you that I do not know and that neither one of (ni odin 

iz) the SAVCHENKOs ever was my chief, ever. 

“A. He stood closer, closer to the Second Chief Directorate than this one. 

B. Not one of ny, of these SAVCILENZOs was ny chicf. 

Uy chief was FEDOTOV, SiHUBNYAKOV, GRIDANOV; I an saying ({that)) 

these ((were)) the big chiefs. 

A, I do not think that you are trying to understand me well. 

B. I am trying to understand you well. [ 

How is this = I am not trying to understand you well. 

It is in my interests (Eto v moikh interesath) . 

| 
A. 1 am trying to explain to you that if you, as an enployee who worked 

((there)) for 11 years, know the SAVCHENKO who was in the Ukraine, 

το was chief of Intelligence, who then found himself with neither 

business nor position, what happened to him, then you ndme hin, 

((say)) that he ((is a)) Minister in Moldavia. 

I am telling you ὟΝ and this ((is)) established by the facts, even 

Soviet newspapers, including the names, etc. etc.... 

B. Of course. 

Deputies are elected, there ((are)) Soviets (tam sovety).... 

A. ...Another person, but not this person. 

My question: What do you know happened to the SAYCHENKO who was 

chief of Intelligence: 
pouiess te = πεν 
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the HVD, that there was a SAVCHENO, the nane SAVCHENKO, General 

SAVCHENKO was chief of Intclligence and then SAVCHENXO, before this - 

SAVCHENXO, supposedly, was, well, a Minister in the Uizra ite ; that 

this SAVCHENKO (({is)) Chairnan of the KGB in Moldavia. 

That is all I know about SAVCHERKO. 

Which SAVCHENKO: ἢ 

You made this cor::lusion yourself, or you knew ({this)) when you 

were working. 

((tnterrupts)) Well, when I was working, I knew; here I heard a 

little bit, here a little bit of something. 

From where (1G). 

Because each person, Soviet, who works in intelligence, in counter- 

intelligence, especially in recent times, he knows the difference 

exactly and he knows both SAVCHENKOs from top to bottom (kak 

obluplennyye). 

I think not (Ya ne dumayu), because.... 

Both of them are lieutenant generals, both are lieutenant generals, 

both are connected with intelligence and counterintelligence. 

So, the question is (stoit): either you were there and must know 

exactly, or you were not there and do not know. 

I said what I know. 

We will say this: that I am saying what I know.... 

Of course.... 

I certainly am not trying to contradict the facts, to tell-you . 

something superfluous or to ἘΠΕ out something unusual; I am saying 

SERRE 

I know, as I told you, that there was a SAVCHENKO... in the KGB,:. - oe 

τοσπεπονίνταν.......... 



A. 

The whole question lies in this. _ 

In fact, facts. 

And I am telling you that I did not know this.... 

((XG = A and B speak at the sane tine)) 

...To explain these facts articulately. 

You may (mozhete) know millions of other things which I do not know. 

But I know millions of things waich you do not ‘now. 

Well, what do you want fron me. 

Tell ((se)), please, that a person -- if he had worked 11 years, 

Knows GOGLIDZE, MASLENNIKOV.... 

((interrupts)) I heard. 

I do not know, I do not know, but I have heard the nance. 

..- Must know SAVCHENZO, Ivan Tikhonovich, also. 

Working in the Second Chief Directorate, even if you did not write 

any kind of reports (( letters" = pis'ma)) to him, probably some 

kind of papers (bumagi) came from him every week. 

I do not want to tell you.... 

((Interrupts)) ({I did not see any)) papers over SAVCHENKO's 

Signature (za podpis'tyu SAVCHENKO). 

If you did not see ((such papers)), then again there is (stoit) a 

big question: were you there at this time: 

I am not trying to go into something deeply (zalazit' kuda-to gluboko); 

I simply am taking those persons and figues who are so outstanding 

(xotoryye prosto s nog sshibatel'nyy) ((that)) one cannot be mis-. 

taken; 8 person who.... 

παι τὰ 

i 
: 
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Five minutes ago.... 

ouch ‘are speakinr)} Russian. 

We are taliine in two different lancuares. 

You want me to understand, you want me to fo hy the same method of 

thought as you do. 

I cannot; I am going as I can. 

Taat which I have here ((B points to his head)), that which I 

renember, that which I know. 

Let us return asain to one small question. 

You affirned (utverzhdayete), only several minutes ago, ((that)) 

having gone to work in the MGB or the ΕΥ̓ in March 1353, you reccived 

for some tize (nekotoroye vrenya) a basic pay (oklad) of 1,700 rubles, 

plus, ((for)) rank -- 500 rubles. 

I do not want to accuse you of lying or of lies or of something clse, 

but all of this contradicts the facts. 

In the KGB == on, the HVD, at that time -- they already were not 

receiving ((pay)) for rank in March, and therefore you could not have 

received money ((ikh: den'gi)) for rank when you started work (postupil: 

I know ὑπαὶ they did not receive ((pay)) for rank for a year (v 

techeniye goda) and ((then)) they began to receive ({Pay)}) for rank 

again, and ((that is)) all. 

When, what dates, I do not remember. 

Understand ((me)); this is no explanation: "When, what dates, I do 

not remember...." 

((Angrily)) But I cannot give you ((the dates)). 

And if I do not know, I do not know, I do not know. 

Nowyou ‘have said that you do not know. 

| 

(Cinterrupts)) I said that they gave ((pay)) for rank, then they 

stopped giving ((pay)) for mnk, and then again it was returned ΣᾺ 

(vernulos') anew. 

—SEREF-——— 

5, praia 

commpetereee 

᾿ ̓ ᾿ 
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αὐ received -C( pay) ) for rank; because atv this ἘΣΘ ΒΟΥ ΕΣ 

were not paying ((for rank)). 

They already were not payinz. 

Well, then, they did not pay for a year, and then they began again ~ 

to pay for rank. 

You told me that you received 1,700 ((rubles)), plus 500 for rank. 

I asked you three times: “Are you certain." 

Yes. 

“xactly. 

Of course, I am certain... later ((they began to cive)) me again 

1,700 and 500.. 

We are not talking of later, now. 

I am saying that in March you began work and you told me that your 

first pay was, as a case officer, 1,700, plus 500, for rank. 

Im March and April, etc. == I do not want to say vwntil when -- they 

were not paying ((for rank)). 

. But how strange you are (No, kakoy zhe Vy strannyy)! 

But I do not want to deceive you -- I received ({pay)) for rank, 

they receive 1,700 for position (za dolzhnost') and 500 for rank; 

((wait)) one minute; I an not deceiving you, 1,700 for rank as a 

case officer, that is, 1,700 for position, basic pay; 500 ~~ ((for)) 

rank (pogony). 

For a period of about a year I did not receive this 500 for rank; 

I received only the 1,700 plus longevity pay (vysluzhnyye) -= this 

longevity (vysluzhnyye) ((pay)), secrecy ((pay)), and so forth. 

I have no intention of deceiving you. 

We were saying that you started (postupili) in March and immediately 

they paid you 1,700; I am not posing a question about this money; 

1,700 rubles was the basic pay of a case officer. 

- come SPGRET  - 
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It was and is. 

A. True. 

It was; and, at one tine, they were paying for ran. 

They paid a lieutenant 500; everyone knows this; and ((taey did so)) { 

Sn en 

in the Arny, also. 
ΡΤ] 

webs 

B. For a senior ((licutenant)), 600. 

‘This ((was)) usual (Eto kak obychno), yes, yes. 

A. But the question is (stoit) ((in that)): they already were not 

j 5 
ὶ paying ((for rank)) in March. = 

B. But, you see, you... such hooks you put out (tariye iyryuchoki stavite). 

A. This is not a hook.... 

B. ((Interrupts)) It is a hook, 

A. ...It is a fact which, you understand, you could in no way get around. 

B.. But the important fact is ((only)) in that they did not pay me for 

: 
rank for a year and ({then)) again ((paid me)) 1,700, 500 and 

longevity pay (vysluzhnyye). 

Well, but when, what, well, I do not remember. 

A. Im any case, a person -- if he really came fron the Navy, where he 

received.... 

B. ((Cinterrupts)) there, for rank, yesS.... 

A. ...And now he had come here, perhaps his ((pay)) for position ((is)) 

higher, but he will remember very well ((that)) they do not pay hin 

for rank. 

ae 
2 Pete wRpeaneent 

iad 
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A. 

Ἂν Ee : ἐμάν υς 

you Nor your colleagues before-you, ‘here are auestions 

somchow ((aré)) not what you want, to ce such questions.... 

((Χὰ - Δ and B speak at the sane tinc)) 

...8el1l, I did not even pay attention to money. 

You asked ne τῶ ((wait)) one minute, excuse me -~ you asked me: but 

you asked ne how much is (bucet) the basic pay (oixlad). 

I said: no. 

Why’: 

I did not ask more. 

No, ((wait)) one minute, buy why. 

And do you iknow why. 

Because at that time it was not (ne stoyal) a question of money. 

At that time, it was not important ({ did not play a role" - roli ne 

igral)) for me. 

I certainly am not posing a question about money. 

Whether it was or was not important. 

1 asked you two or three tines and you repeated. 

1,700, 500, plus ((pay for)) secrecy, there, etc. 

If you began (postupili) in March you could not have received (fpay)) 

for rank. 

Well, then... well, if they were not giving it from the time (s 

momenta) of STALIN's death, then I began to receive (({it)) after ἃ 

year. . . 

For a year they did not pay it. 

1,700, 500 and ((pay for)) secrecy, longevity . 

Let us say so? 

ἢ 
ἢ 
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to make sense and truth out of your statements)). 

Yes, and I ((am trying)) to say only dace ἐρᾷ (eye). 

Ah, you are trying. 

Well, I am trying. 

It does not turn out that way; they stopped paying not only after 

STALIN, but at some other tine. 

You, having -.orked there, must know this. 

One can in no way dsavazard this. 

I certainly do not deny the fact, we will not speak with exactitude 

(techno), ((ef)) how much they were paying and to whom for secrecy, 

for τε άξϑι for longevity, etc. 

it is not so important; a person can forget, ((whether)) they paid 

him 10 or 15% and some kind of increment (nadbavka} for Language, 

for secrecy or for longevity, etc.; but when they took away ((the 

‘ pay)) for rank “ὦ so -- this is very sensitive (chuvstvitel'no). 

For the officer it was very sensitive and very important.... 

((XG - A and B speak at the same time)) 

For you, this, you say that this had no significance; ο.Κ., SO; 

but for the ordinary mortal officer, you know, if a person is a 

colonel, this right away.... 

1,300... 

+e. 1,300 rubles. 

Of course; with longevity ((pay)) (s vysluzhnymi).... 

— tht 
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B. 

...tnis then runs to 1,600... well, 1,600. 

Therefore, for ({this)) one reason only, I have posed this question. 

I do not remember when. 

I tell you that they paid me 1,700 asa case officer, 500 --- for 

rani. 

Was it a year. 

In the beginning, a year, whether at the end of 1953 or the beginning 

of 1954, but perhaps you are right, from the beginning of 1953, 

right froa the monent, for approxinately a year they were not paying 

for rank. | 

Then again they began to pay for rank. ((Pauses)) 

Look, you are building on this some kind of (1G) that I did not 

exactly say this, this. 

Well, you see, they do not forget such things... 

In this question ((there is)) no exactness, because I am trying to 

get at only the fact itself: you said that when you went to work 

you received ((pay)) for rank, but at this time they were not paying 

((for rank)). 

I can in no way wnderstand how you could have received ((it)). 

That is my question (Vot moy vopros). 

I think that this, such a simple.... 

For a year (Na protyazhenii goda) I did not receive ((pay)) for rank 

((Laughs)); the rest ((of the time)), I received ((it)). 

When did 1 not receive ((it)): 

I do not remember. 

But all ((personnel)) did not receive ((it)), not only I. 

The same question. 

Of course, in common life ((and)) work, perhaps it is not so 

important about SAVYCHENKO, 

a eee ater seeps ogee 
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‘for you — cho, as is said, W¥ked there -- ((to know that there are) 

two SAVCHENKOs is the sane, everyone knows, it is the same as knowin 

GRIDANOV -- the same, the sanc. 

((1ὰ ἃ low voice)) No. 

Absolutely the sane. 

((In a low voice)) No. 

And you, when you are. talking about one and you make a mistake -=- let 

us say, you nistake the nanc and so forth, you do not know another, 

but you do not know another -- it is in no way possible to believe 

that a person who had worked ((there)) 11 years would not know, 

because he also ((i.e., the other SAVCHENKO)) is a lieutenant general 

and a big wheel (bol'shaya shishka). 

One can in no way disregard ((this)). 

Excuse me; may I tell you one thing: I began to work, I came as 

a case officer, I worked (rabotayu) as a case officer in 1953, 1954, 

1955, 195G, and -- excuse me for the vulgar ex <cpression -- I needed 

to know SAVCHENKO, Marshal TIMOSHENKO and someone ({else, Like them)) 

as I needed to know my ass (mne do zhopy bylo SAVCHENKO...) ((i.e., 

it was absolutely unnecessary)). 

For me, I came, I began (nachinayu) to work. aot 

Later, later, I became deputy chief of a section (otdeleniye); when 

((@)); from 1958, it was important for me here to whom, in what 

name, to write a paper (bumagu pisat'), to whom, something else. 

But working as a rank and file employee, for ne it was, ah.... 

J agree. . fe. er τ - 

That you had no great interest.... 

Yes, and not only ((no great)) interest; even.... 

fell, it was remote (nedosyagayemo) . 

[ 
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eS RE eee 

co OMS. & Oe Be Peep tearan te Cette aeRO KORRES Heme Brie cian oa 

Inaccessible (nedosyagayemo). 

The problen is in that he of whom you are speaking is not ((there)), 

but the one (tot) who is working there 25 years and tho is there 

today you do not know. 

This is the problem (Vot v chem vopros). 

You understand, 

Pecause if you were working there, you would tell ne now exactly 

what the second SAVCHENXO did and, immediately, the difference 

between then, because everyone (kazhdaya sobaka) knows. 

know one SAVCHENKO, to my thinking, this is ((the only)) one, 

perhaps, perhaps I am mistaken here ((when)) I give you the positions 

(dolzhnosti) in whith both wort:ed, perhaps. 

(Cin English)} No, no. 

They both were working all of the time in different ((positions)) 

and ((in English)) no connections. 

Of course, by way of work there were ((in English)) connections, 

but this SAVCHENKO of whom I am speaking had, had nore business with 

the Second Chief Directorate than with the First. 

We will return to this in due time. 

Good. 

As you wish. : eee 

I want, I want now (kak raz).... 

((Iinterrupts)) I did not write to anyone, I did not read papers 

over the signature of SAVCHENKO.... 

One minute, one minute, one minute, one minute....  #e 

((Tries to speak, but B interrupts)) 

May ((I)) say? 
pet Lalieb manner seme AAs asthe pS Cate ae a 
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gpa ae 

((τὸ is thinkins hard.)) I thins ((that)) under (u} SEROVY, uncer 

Ivan SERCV, a deputy was... SAVCHENKO... ((he thinks asain)) 

SAVCHENKO., 

Well, you understand, it did not happen thet 1 (ne prikhodiles’ cone) 

associated ((vwith hin)). 

No. 

I do not know, I do not xnow, I co not know, I do not renenber, I 

do not remember. 

I an afraid to say anythiny (Poyus' chto~to siavat'); I do not 

rerienber . 

I do not want ((to)). 

You see, this cuestion ((is)) so -- as it vere -- sinple, when 

everyone (kachdaya sobai:a) xnows these two people, especially in 

the KGB, beginning from the snall ((i.ec., lowly)) and up to the 

great; they have beentorring (ratotayut} there a lonz time nov, 

and they have the same nanes ~= only different ((first names and)) 

patronynics; they have the sane rank (zvaniya), they have the sane 

rani. 

And, of course, when you as a person, you have come here, etc., and 

you talx about one -- let us say, they made a mistake, they put 

simply SAVCHENKO in this place, where the other ((is)); but, not τ 

knowing about the other -- it certainly is almost inupossible to 

believe that you worked there such a long tine, 11 years. 

Because without knowing this person (bez zgnaniya etogo chelovexa), 

it is in no way possible. 

Well, I do. not know. 

I am telling you what I know. 

((That is)) all. 

Εν 
ξ 

' 

He was not under some kind of great (velixaya) cover at that (v svoye). 

-  ΞΈΌΉΈ ----- 
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το ιν PD Pee oP tiene ah κι tpn tt Mite antennae enti me 

--- 

...Tine he was... in the Central Counittee of the Communist Party 

of the Soviet Union (TsX KPSS), which everyone also knew there, and 

he came sere, ((where)) also everyone knew hin. 

How, he is the Chairman of the NGB of the Noldavian SSR. 

In any event, he was ((there)), a year ago, as far as we know. 

He nas been (sidit) there in Noldavia many years. 

And it is thousht (schitayetsya) that he soon will leave. 

He ((is)) in such a trap (zagon), ὰ trap ((i.e., he has been "stuck 

away“ or “"piseon-holed")). 

Well, (Vet, vot), he must ((go)) on pension. 

You are saying this about your (o svoyen) SAVCHENKO; I am taliing.... 

About the HNoldavian. 

About the Yoldavian, of whom I am speaking, but not that one of whon 

you are speaking.... 

But I do not know the first name, patronymic. 

SAVCHENKO, General SAVCHENKO. 

...And therefore it is rather difficuit to say ((vhether he is)) in 

a trap or not in a trap; perhaps that SAVCHENKO who was in intelligence 

is in a trap, or-maybe they threw him out long ago. 

You must know better about this. 

I have in mind the Moldavian ((SAVCHENKO)). 

I have in mind that one who was in intelligence and was in the 

Ukraine. 

But that SAVCHENKO, of whoa you know absolutely nothing =- he ((is)) 

Chairman in Moldavia, but not that one of whom you were speaking in 

the beginning and several times later. 

- ἘΓ τ - 
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; when it Own as 
those people vho were talking With you, 

certainty, it is 106% clear as in broad daylight tiat it is not 

that SAVCHENKO, but the other you do not know; it is hard to believe 

that you yourself were there. 

((in English)) You see. 

Vell, sce, sec. 

Y an saying ((it)) as I remenber and that which I ixnow. 

I an trying to see and to find a conmnon language so that you begin 

more or less to speak more plausitly, but, we take one question, 

another question, ((and)) there ((appear)) small, but in some cases 

quite large, mistakes which one cannot in any way believe. 

I want to repeat this thing again -- you told me straight out that 

you received ((pay)) for rank when they did not pay for rank at 

this tine. | 

How can I believe that you were there at this tine. 

Ha, ha, ha, ha; you know, in general, you are a fine fellow, telling 

jokes (anexdoty rasskazyvat').... 

But why, for what: 

You do not know when I was there or was not there; well, you are 

saying funny things; well, really, we are grown nen (vzroslyye lyudi). 

I do not know. 

Well, ((if)) you do not believe, then you do not believe me. 

Why, then, talk with me; way, then, talk with me, in general, and 

drag this out (tyanut’ etu lyanku) ((wnen)) once you do not believe 

ne’ 

((If)) you do not believe, then you do not believe. 

I cannot jump higher than ny head, 

You are trying. 

No, no; I see that σου are trying “Ὁ as your colleagues before you 

expressed (Cit)) -= to ‘find some kind of hooks (Qsryuchochk 1) and to 

νὸν eterna ae σελ ma 

senate centers ome ent 

2 4 
| 

"ᾷ a ‘a 
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ἔ 
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τοῦτ FARM rece ς 
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πα ον τι σαι... 

Well, ((it is)) not this ((which {s)) important. 

wes ee ll Oe ets τον leant Adie “-.----- 

Well, ({it is)) important not that ((5's surnane)), this ((B's 

surnanc)), who sits here, saic taat from March ((onward)) he reccived 

500 ((rubles)) for rank, 1,700 for, ah, basic pay for position 

(dolzhnostnoy olad). 

“But in March of 1953 they were not giving ((pay)) for rank. 

"Hat We have caught hin." . 

Well, you catch me; let us discuss ((this as it is)) in reality 

(po-zhiteyski), as it is in life. 

I tell you: I received 1,700 as a case officer,fm@ rank -— 500. 

For a year (V techeniye coda) they were not giving ((pay)) for rank. 

Which: 

About, it seens to me, I thint:, 39, at the end of 1553, the 

bepinning of 1954, they were not giving ((pay)) for rank. — 

But, again, I do not remember. 

In my opinion, so, in my opinion, you know exactly when they were 

not giving ((pay for rank)). 

I want you to dig up this dog (({i.e., tell the truth - etu sobaku 

razcryt')). 

You yourself know.... 

Understand (Poymite), if, so, you do not give me ((a chance)) to 

say, I told you that fron euen-enasuen a time until sucheand-such 

they were not giving us ((pay)) for rank, and we now would have 

(ne stoyalo...) by no questions of any kind and we would not be 

dwelling on this, if I had known ((when)). 

A KGB employee would say ((it)) so, that they were paying fron 

such-and-such a time until such-andesuch ((a time)) and from such- 

and-such ((a time)) they did not pay. 

Yes; why are you laughing (Vy chto smeyetes' ): 

((B laughs)) 

3 24 
orl 

i 
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One must ((i.e., I have to say so)). 

Well, this is a joke (anekdot). 

((in English)) Well. 

Understand ((it)) as you wish ({i.e., take it hovever you like)). 

Understand ((it)}) as you wish. 

You are ἃ man of great huncer ((i.e., you have a great sense of 

hunor - Vy s bol'shin yumoron chelovex)). 

Honestly, of great hunor. 

We will tal more about hunor (iy yeshche ob yunoron pogovorim). 

We have tine enough. 

Of course. ((Pauses)) 

Well, if I knew exactly, I would tell you: exactly from this month, 

until such-and-such a month, they were not giving ((pay)) for rank. 

I will remind ((you)) only one time more: the point is not hat 1 

am questioning you, that you must know exactly, that they stopped 

((paying for rank)) in that nonth, but they began again to give 

((pay for rank)) in this ((nonth)); this certainly is not the point. 

Even if you were in error by 5 months on this, screw it (khuy Ξ nim), 

I certainly would not bother (ya sovershenno ne pespoxoyus') about 

this.... 

Yes, right. 

...One thing bothers me; you say you started ((work)) (postupili) 

in HMarch.... 

In March. 

eee Fe 

t 
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in this tice -= they vere not payinc ((for ran's)). 

This is the problen (Vot vopros). 

(1G) waat, I said that they began to pay, even if (puskay) they 

beran to pay me later... both... both 1,700 and 500; well, anyway, 

I began in March (nu, ya to nachal s slarta). 

I am telling you that they did not pay for a year, approxinately, 

for rani: (za pogony), for ran, for a year; then, asain, thank the 

Lord (slave tebe Gospodi), they returned ((the pay)) for rank. 

Everyone too! a good breath (Ves' narod vzdo':shnul) and said (1G). 

If we take ((this)) further, there are many -~ I do not want to say 

that perhaps this was forgotten, etc. -- there are nany other 

docunents thich can renind ((us)) yhen they wore payin«e, shen they 

were not paying.... 

((XG; A and B speak at the same tine.)) 

...The Konsonol card (bilet), Party card, TDY (onadirovochniye), 

leave (otpuska) ((documents)).... 

Right. 

...And so forth and so forth. 

Even if a person is not interested in money, but this for hin (no 

eto ἃ nego).... 

In the Konsomol card.... 

((XG; A and B speak at the sane time)) 

It is obvious (vidno), obvious, right. 

A. ...Everywhere it is obvious. 

= “ane | 
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CCpaat is)) all. 

Se 

They were not paying somewhere there in the berzinninz of my work. 

Now, you, of course, are tryine somchow to tell ie what I am seetinis, 

Sone tind of tric (saverznoye) word, etc.; but just a few ninutes . 4 

azo you said that they stopped ((paying for ran':)) somewhere in tne ἵ a 

end of 1953 and t:egan again in 1954.... } 

((iaterrupts)) (.In ny tine (Pri ane), i. my tine, I do not renember. ) 

...In the beginnin:: of my ({i.c., B's)) work, they stopped paying 

((for rantk)). 

Yes; you are not tellin: me; I an saying: perhaps, I do not know, 

I suppose that for a year they aid not pay ((for rank)), as I an 

telling you. 

I know exactly that, not in March, not in April, but still sonetine 

before this, they stopped paying. 

This is exact. 

They did not pay for a year, and then it ((i.e., the pay for rank)) 

was returned, and everything... went (i vse... poshlo). 

Wel], I have not the slightest wish to hide ((anything)), or to tell 

other than the truth (ne pravdu), or to deceive. 

Well, not the slightest. 

On the contrary, only on the contrary. 

You, of course, do not want to say that you cannot control your 

tongue with your head. . | 

You can do this well. 

You already have proven this. 

And no one questions this, you understand: | 

You said that you do not want to deceive anyone, etc., etc., but I 

‘am not saying that your tongue deceives, but the head »- no.... 

ae - 



((in English)) You see, 

because they work together. 

A sinzle whole. 

It certainly does not enter into ny assignnent to somehow give you 

({stavit' Van kakiye-to).... 

((interrupts)) No, your assigneent is sinply to clear up the 

questions which are not clear for you, and ((that is)) all. 

...Tne necdle (shpil'ki) or still.... 

No, no, no. 

I do not feel ({it to be so)), in any case. 

We certainly are grown nen (vzrosliyye lyudi). 

Absolutely; no, no, no. 

I ask you to continue as you consider necessary. 

((That is}) all. 

I answer as I remember, as I remember. 

Alright. 

We will take a break (sdelayem pereryv). 

Let's go to the toilet, etc. (Poydem nemnozhko possym, posnotrin). 

I have a great request ((to make)) of you; if it is possible, if it 

is possible to resolve this question, if possible, perhaps, dur ing 

our breaks to smoke a little, ha, ha, ha. 

(Cin English)) Alright. 

1 think we will resolve this question favorably. 

When we return after the break, I think we will give ((you)) a open ge 

valent beabicl thts i 

Siam RR Leute 
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aN. 

B. (:Tnanks.) 

Δ, Please. 

CCBREAX)) τ ἘΠῚ 

υλροξεῤββἠηιλλονβρ dab. 

A. My cigarettes are very weak. 

I always am trying to quit smoking. 

wtiselies iin 5 They have established that ((it is)) very harmful for the health, 

but they all smoke. 

B. Everyone (Vse) continucs to smoke, 

A. I think that you have been thinking during these (za eti) few 

minutes. 

Perhaps you will tell me something new about that of which we have 

been talking. ἢ 

B. I was thinking. 

You know, at one moment it seems there was a SAVCHENKO... no... nO... 

It was BEL'CHENKO as Deputy. 

I said that the Deputy under SEROV was Lt Gen BEL’ CHENKO. 

I do not remember a second SAVCHENKO, no. 

A. If we return to the question: when did they stop paying for rank,) 

when did they begin to pay again, etc., do you not think that it 

would be better for you to return to that story which you told 

earlier pee that you started work in the organs of the NGB, not in 

1953, but in 1952.... 

B. In 1953. 

A. Because this question of pay for rank, etc., it is connected with 

the year 1952, and therefore when you said earlier that you began 

ἘΩ͂Ν 
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((actual)) history ((1.e., reality, the truth)), but when you switched ς 

and bean to insist on 1353, then it is very difficult to put that 
ἘΝ 

“y which you nave said in such ordes that, well, for exanple, ((that is)) 4 

ty,that’ one believes everythins that you have said. i 4 

Yam not in the least pushing (ne nastraivayu) you.... 7 4 - | ae 
B. ((interrupts)) I do not want to tell you a lie (nepravda). ᾿ [ a 

A.  ... In some “ὦ as you say ~~ in some unnecessary direction. , 4 

For me, all directions are the sane. 

B. For you, tae truth is necessary. 

I am trying to say...; well, you understand, at tines, of course, 

I am telling what I imagine to nave been the case (to, chto ya 

predstavlyuyu, kak eto bylo). 

And, pernaps, I make mistakes. 

But I cannot pull out (noddernut’) what is not ((there)).... 

((XG; A and B speak at the sane tine)) 
wah Ce ere 

In March 1953. 

t 

A. Here again is the question, by the very same, ((pay)) for rank, 

as you said, I have not forced you to say anything (ya ne tyanul 

Vas za yazyk) and so forth, you yourself said that.... 

B. ((Interrupts)) Simply in my imagination (v moyem predstavleniy) — 

you understand, in my imagination —~ that it was soon (v skorosti) -=- 

in my imagination, I again emphasize this: in my imagination ae that 

soon after I (v skorosti kak ya) began work, well, perhaps in the 

end of 1953 -- in my imagination, you understand ne ss they. took 

away ((the pay)) for rank and they did not pay us ((for rantk)) for 

approximately a year. — ᾿ ; 

Then they brought it back (Zaten obratno vernuli). | 

After this -~ it was later ---- several tines there were (khodili) 

eS el 



‘FURTSEVA, a nenber, as a nenber of the presidiun, cane out with the” 

sugrestion to take away ((the pay)) for rank, both in the Arny 

and anong us (u nas). 

@IWKOV, who was a member of the Presidium at that tine, was categorically; 

against this. 

It is not possible to do this in the Arny. 

: 
ἢ 2 

3 
a3 ἷ 

ἢ 3 
a g ἰ 
: 
Η 
1 
} Not possiblic. 

And there were persistent rumors that they again would take away 

((the pay)) for rank. a Ξ 

A. How did they answer FURTSEVA on this. 

8B. 1 simply an saying that this was FURTSEVA's surgestion, when she 

was a member of the Presidium. 

A. What -- was she responsible (otvechala) for the work of the 568 or 

the Army as ἃ member of the Presidiun: 

B. No. 

As a member of the Presidiun, in all probability a question was 

posed (stoyal vopros) in the Presidium about the economy of resources, 

about finding additional (dopolnitel‘nyye) money, somewhere, somehow, 

and they resolved the question, the problem was resolved; in part 

she suggested, as one of the forns, cutting this money. 

The Army ((is)} huge, has many people (mnogochislennaya). 

If ((pay)) for rank ((were)) cut, then huge amounts of money 

Cogromnyye den'gi) ((would)) be received. 

In the organs ((of State Security)) and the Arny. 

A. Is it true that one of the members of. the Presidium answered her: 

' "po you want (Vy chto khotite) to leave the Arny without pants (bez 

_shtanov): " 

B. I do not know. 

Faron deh 
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question, ((sayinz)) that one cannot in any case take away ((pay for 

rank)) in the Arny. 

Because in the Arny the pay rates for officers ({are)) not larze, 

having in mind company commanders, etc. 

Speaking to the point, when you were working in... in the Baltic 

Fleet or where you were πῶ in the GRU, you say <= how nuch were you 

paid (siol't:o Vam platili). 

What was the basic pay (olad). 

I began as an interpreter-translator (perevodchix), my position 

(dolzhnost') was το interpreter-translator of Intellisence (ra:ved:i) 

of the Seventh Naval Fleet. 

Where ((was)) this Seventh Fleet. 

It was in the Pacific Ocean, two fleets: the Fifth and the Seventh. 

At that time, there were two fleets. 

Interpreter-translator of the Seventh.... 

interpreter-translator of Intelligence of the Seventh Naval Fleet. 

And how much were you paid- 

At that tine (Togda): 

((After a long pause, B speaks, with uncertainty)) The basic pay 

for the position (Dolzhnostnoy oklad) was, as an interpreter~- 

translator, it seems, 1,200 ((rubles)), plus ~—- I began ((as)) a 

junior lieutenant -- 400; now, all of this has been doubled. 

1,200 and 400, this is 1,600, and.... 

Double. 

cee ‘PET ms 

casein oss aiinnchnaainin tia ses 256.4 
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B. And, ((wait)) one minute... they also added (nabenali) here ((pay. for)) 

secrecy}... 

Then... ‘a¢ditional, for us... well... officers reccived... well, 2s 

you ποῦς bebe is a finance certificate (denernnyy attestat), a 

clothing atid equipment supply (veshchevoy) certificate, a rations 

supply (bredovel' stvennyy) certificate, so we received rations 

(payex), gave a certificate, ((even)) those who did not have their 

family ((with them)) ate ((on this certificate)), but then no one 

had (vse ne imeli) ((these certificates)), ((excepting)) only a few 

persons ((who)) had their fanily ((with them)), ((ἴο whom)) rations 

supply certificates were given; we ate in the mess (stolovaya) of 

the submarine base in Postovaya Harbor (v bukhte Postovoy), and 

for us still (i nam yeshche).... 

This is considered a remote area (otdalennoye mesto), plus ((there 

are)) hardship conditions (tyazhelyye usloviya), additional rations; 

we did not take the additional rations, but received more money. 

In general, a large sum was accumulated (nabegala). 

Because this ((was)) double ((pay)). 

Well, this was in the Far East, but how much did you receive in 

the Baltic. 

I worked in the Baltic ({Fleet, area)) a few (neskol'ko) months, 

here I already, when I arrived in the Baltic in.1952, to me there, 

there they made me ((a)) senior interpreter-—translator of the MAS RP, 

of Intelligence of the Fourth Naval Fleet in the Baltic; again, 

there were two fleets: the Second and the Fourth. 

The fourth Fleet,the base of the Fourth Fleet -- Baltiysk. 

_Here was... senior ((B thinks hard, speaks with uncertainty) ) 

something... 1,500... I do not remember. ἢ 

Then, of course, less money, because here ((there is)) no double 

(nikakikh dvoynykh) ((pay)), nothing... here, plus, ((for)) the 

rank of lieutenant -- 500, plus, then, ((for)) secrecy; yes, ((and)) 

for language, of course, both in the Far East and here, 10%, there and 
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And ((that is)) all. 

There was no double ((nay)). 

But here, a few (neskol'ko) months, until the end of 1332. 

veo σαν 

A. Well, anyway, for you... it was a great blow ((to lose the pay)) 

by ranks, there was much talk about this, and so forth, and I would 

try or wish that you would recall, anyway, when they cut off ((the 

Sam Ν leery Rcaeied elm NES | pay)) for ranks, 

B. I do not remember; I do not renenber,. 

For a year they did not pay, or ny work, inthe beginning of ny work ; ΐ 

in the ΜΝΌ, they did rot pay for ranks for a year. 

“A. Well, in the beginning of your work, as you said.. 

B. ((Interrupts)) Well, the beginning of my work, this ((was in)) 

1953-54, this ((was the)) beginning.... 

In ny imagination, that they cut this off, to my thinking... ((B 

speaks with uncertainty)) at the end of 1953. : : 
But I do not remember exactly. 

They did not pay for ranks and.... 

A. This ((is)) a very important moment, and imagination, this is one 

thing, but the facts, another thing. 

It does not matter how you turn and twist, if you say that in March 

they ΤΣ ΓΝ, you as a case ΣΕ ΕΘΕ and paid 1, 700 ((rubles)) and, 

semen 

for rank, 500, when in fact they were not paying ((for rank then)). 

How can you make things connect up (C'join ends' - svesti kontsy s 

soe - kontsami)) here. 

. : 

writ wi bated se 

B. But there is nothing difficult here ((about this)). 

They did not pay me ((for rank)) for a year; I do not remember the 

period exactly . 

Whether it was the end of 1953 or the beginning of 1953, from the 
beginning of my work, for a year I did not receive ((pay)) for rank — 

Bess 
ὧδ a) 
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- You are drawing the conclusion.... 

£U5 ἃ yGar ἃ GiG@ BOt Feceive τι 

work. 

Well, then, you already were working; by whose order and how was it 

established (ustanovleno) to pay for ranks again: when was this. 

ΤΟΥ did not pay anyone (vsem) ((for rank)) for exactly a year; ((that 

is)) all. 

Alright; you do not remember when they cut off the pay ((for rank)),; 

perhaps you remember when they restored ((it)). 

It seems to me that they restored ((it)) at the end of 1954. 

It seems ((so)) to me, but again I cannot say exactly. 

In my imagination, they returned ((it)) at the end of 1954. 

What .-.- and they paid the back~pay (zaplatili za vse staroye): 

No, no, no, no; not a kopeck; nothing. 

They simply began again. 

Well, here again, I wish to repeat -- do you consider it possible 

to believe a persen who worked (({there)) for 11 vears, ete., ((and)) 

who does not remember exactly and does not know or does not want to tel? 

such a fact, very important in the life of all officers, ((as)) when 

they took away and when they restored ((the pay for rank)); how must 

I, what conclusion must I draw (dolzhen vyvod delat’) fron this: oy 

1 cannot tell you what conclusion you must draw. 

eet 2 eee 

You are sitting in my place and talking with such a person as yourself, : 2 -᾿ 

who will tell you this ((2}105}}} so; what kind of conclusion would 

you draw. 
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alright is this really so important: . : 

ἣν Γῇ ἢ 

A. But what do we get (chto poluchitsya) if we go to “1952-53 -- the 3 
oe Ὡ τ : ! “id 

devil with τ΄, them.we cone to 1954-55 -- “the devil with it"; : : 

then at what ((point)) will we arrive (x chemu my priydem): d 

B. ((Pauses, sighs)) I do not know. 
ΠΡ 

I am telling what (kak) I remember. 

A. It seems that each and any living man ((must draw the same conclusion)) 

if you remember such a thing as that FURTSEVA objected and they 

opposed her, and so forth -- you isnow, as they say in English, 

((in English)) background.... 

B. Well, because I... and father was alive, I heard these rumors which 

((were heard)) by father, as roughly happens in life (kak idet 

zhizn' priblizitel'no); what ((was)) there, what kind of question 

was discussed there, or something was decided there, or some such 

thing was started there. 

A. But what (ΚἈΚ) do you think -~- you have said much about various i 

events in the period of these two-three years, what happened in 

the Presidium or what you heard from father, and so forth; have you 

said many such things, in your opinion (po vashenu mneniyu), or not. 

2 Ty, 

B. Where did I say ((them)). 

To whom: 
"ἊΣ 

A. Here (Zdes'), here. i 

To all (Vsem litsam) who have worked with you. ©: ; at oeree. 

i. ὌΠ εὐ : 

| 
B. Of course, I have said that which I heard, which I remember, which I 

remember . 

That which I remember. 

Let us suppose, some kind of question has arisen about something we 

-are discussing: "Aha't This is how it was (Aga, vot eto vot)." 

ΠΡ ΟΝ on 
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-What kind of sign hung there, 15 none hangs there today (yesli ne 

& WwW BehT ee EPH Sw wis HEP o ΟΞ ne ΤᾺΣ 

Let us return once more to the question -=- perhaps it upsets you 4 

a little, but I think ((there is)) nothing to be upset about here; Γ 7 

if you know, say ((so)); if you do not know, say that you co not 

know. 

621 adeeb gee τὸ Well, let us move (davaite poidem) to Building 12 on Dzerzhinskiy 

Strect. 

So. 

Where, according to your words and as far as I know, this is part 

of the whole Committce for State Security; there ((is)) a number 

(ryad) of directorates (upravleniye) and depts (otdel), etc. 

We will begin from the first entrance (pod"yezd) and go through all 

((of them)) in order. 

We will begin from the Central Entrance (Tsentral‘nyy Vkhod) to 

the Club. 

So. 

You know, of course, where it is located.... 

Yes, yes, on Dzerzhinskiy (ma Dzerzhinskoy).... 

On Dzerzhinskiy. 
af son dtp 

What ((is)) there, what kind of sign hangs there. 

There is no sign of any kind. 

Absolutely none. “ 

visit segodnya): 

I do not remember ((that)) any kind of sign (Chung there)) in all 

my years ((there)), there ((is)) none. 



9 πεν τὰ a seater Sable. δὴ 

Be te eee 

this is how they are. 
¥ 

((can)) I show you —~ Building 2, here, so; 

(vot kak oni). 

Well, I understand; I see how building 12 is situated (raspoloznen). 

Here, here ((is)) the entrance (vkhod), so, here, fron Dzerzhinskiy, 

from Dzerzhinskiy Street, ((there is)) no sign of any kind here, 

absolutely nothing. 

But here, here ((is)) the Gastronom, here ((is)) the sign, ‘Gastronon”, 

in this building; his ((is)) Building 12, first floor. 

Let us imavine that you, you understand... waen did they open the 

Gastronon there. 

The nane (nazvaniye);: Gastronom 40th ((i.e., Gastronom No. 40))... 

when did they open...: 

((When)) I began work, the Gastronom already was ((there)). 

Well, when, approximately. 

In 1953, there already was a Gastronom ((there)). 

((in English)) Well. 

You see, of course, we can go on like this endlessly, etc: neither 

in 1953 nor in 1954 was a Gastronon there. 

And there was no reform (I ne bylo reform). 

There was no what (Ne bylo, chto). 

There was none before 1953. 

Well, when ((did they open the Gastronom)): 

It was not in 1953 or 1954. 

This is what I want to know -- were you there before the opening: 

a 

“ 
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B. I do not know, I do not know. 

I do not know when it opened? - 

A. Yell, tf you were there in 1953-54, as you say, and you tell me that 

the Gastronon was there, I can. in no way buy this, well, I cannot in ἢ 

any way, because.... ᾿ ἢ το κἀν Asche ὑλεὶς Thabane 

((sG; B interrupts)) 

B. ...¥ell, alright. 

In my imagination, tae Gastronon ((was there)) from 1953 as far as 

I remember. 

((QLaughs nervously, unhappily)) 

A, I again vant to say, simply in comradely fashion, that imagination, 

this is one thing, but the fact -~ completely another thing. 

B. You may know ((some)) facts, but I may not know ((these same)) facts. 

I may know facts, but you may not know a number (ryad) of facts. 

ΟΝ 
Δ. A person who worked ((there)) 11 years must, and probably does, know 

when they opened the Gastronom there and must also know what was 

there before the Gastronom. 

i 

B. ((After two minutes' silence:)) I do not know. 

a i A. Here again (Cis) a question. 

It is, of course, difficult for me, and for all of my colleagues who 

were here before this, to believe that-you were there, from 1953 ἊΝ ΩΝ 

until ((your)) last day, in the Second Chief Directorate of the KGB. 

Because you even do not know the simplest thing: the building next 

to Building 2 (sleduyushcheye zdaniye dlya Doma 2), ((and)) what was ᾿ 

in it there: = as 

Even such a big thing as the Gastronom -~ you do not know when they 

dene eee tee a 
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I even do not ask ((which)) uonth , put simply the year, the year, 

B. I do not know. 
ῃ 
J 
t 

I was not interested, I do not know, such a question did not cone 

up (ne stavil takogo voprosa).... 

In my imagination, it was ((there)). 

coped iether Miike utbabt weit 

A. Therefore, of course, however you may try to put your case more or 

less in orcer, etc., it is hard, it is in no way possible to sew it ¥ 4 

up (ni zak ne vozmozhno podshit’). 

B. But ((it is)) very sad. 

((It is)) very sad that this is so. 

A. And one cannot believe that you, for example, you insist that 

Ἢ was ((there))", "I know ((this))." 

((Even)) if it was not ((so)) with someone else (s kem), it was 

((so)) with me. 

mis erent inne etsanmer ass oe It turns out so: a thousand soldiers are out of step, and ((Conly)) 

one is in step. 

B. I do not insist (utverzhdayu) ((that)) this ((is so)). 

ae res ae Pee eer 

& 

A. I know that you do not insist.... 

_ ((%G; A and B speak at the same time)) 

σα νον 

B. I answer you what was ((or, "that it was" » chto bylo)) there. 

God knows! 

. ΣΕ 1 began to visit (poseshchat')..Building 12, then I visited - - 

Building 12, then from the very beginning of my life (s samogo 

nachala moyey zhizni), 1953, from the very beginning, 1953, I went 

᾿Ὧο Personnel (kadry) these 2-3 times, then I began to work. 

Where only could I go in Building 12. ᾿ 

To the Club and... well, to meetings (sobraniye) in the Club. 

—==SEtRET Π’ τ- 
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al seem ere πόδα 

“Then, yes. 

Run in to the Second Special Departneat (Spetsotdel), at the Pree 

entrance (pod"yexd). 

Tris ((is)) the fourth entrance, and FINO (Finansovyy Otdel ~ Finance 

Departnent)) ~- the (({is)) the sixth entrance. 

These ((are)) all of the entrances which I visited for approximately 

a year, until 1956, until 195 ..., yes, 1958. 

Let us return again to the question: 

Here ((is)) the door to the Club of the AGB. 

What ((is)) written there or was written...- 

Nothing. 

Well, nothing ((is)) written on these doors. 

There are a few (neskol'ko) doors, you renenber, 

The entrance (Vkhod), well, not as the usual entrance (pod"yezd) in 

Building 12 or in Building 2, this ((is)) not the usual entrance 

(pod"yezd) to the Club. 

This ((is)), a few glass doors, a few. 

You go in one (Vkhodite Vy v odnu). 

You see (Smotrite),, 

Here, let us suppose, ((is)) one glass door, ἃ second glass (({door)), 

a third. 

You enter at this ((one)) and, here you go through at this door, so, 

you go through the next entrance (vknod) and there already you show .-.... 

your pass (propusk) and you pass through into the Club (v pomeshcheniye 

Kluba). 

(Cin English)) Alright. 

There ((is)) no sign (nadpis') of any kind. 

Absolutely nothing. 

((It is)) another thing that when you go in this one glass door here, 

there may be signs inside, in this 

Se ae 
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εκ “Yet us say, ((there may be sigms)) about camps lager’), 

are a nuaber of camps to which the exployees send their children, 

or there may be, let us say, ((a sign concerning)) a trip for ΕἸ 
ak #3 

ΕῚ 

mushrooms, and βοποΐμλησ else there (yeshche tan), the devil knows 7 

waere Cruda). 

A. But, you do not remember, fron the noment ((of the beginning)) of 

your work there, how long the sign (vyveska) ~-- "Club of Enployees ᾿ 

of the Hinistry for State Security USSR (Klub Sotrudnikov Ministerstva 

Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasnosti 5551} -- hung ((there)). 

B. And... I did not see this sign, I did not see ((it)). 

A. Too bad (Ochen'’ zhal'), too bad. 

Let us return again to one question: 

As you said, and this also is known to all, in March, after STALIN's 

death, the MVD and the MGB combined (ob"yedinili vmeste), and BERIYA 

became the Minister of Internal Affairs; KOBULOV was his First 

Deputy. 
ἀνέρα tarepemnnentios pepe a τε cease 

What club did the MVD employees use after they joined (kogda oni 

soyedinilis' 5) the MGB’ 

ee = cae orient ae cninne te α 
B. The thing is that on Dzerzhinskiy Street, if you go just a little 

further along there, ((there is)) the Club of the KGB -- that which 

is there now -- on the right side, but ((if)) you go further along 

Dzerzhinskiy Street, on the left side, on the left side, where at 

ccecnmnmaberren name se tetas mets oot 

τι ὃ 

one time there ws a store, the so-called “Arrow (Strela)" or 

something in that vein, closed, there was the club of the MVD. 

3) AL. What happened το τ ς΄. ... .. matte τ ε 

Β. It also remained in the system @s a club after 1953-54, because 

I remember that KLYUCHAREV, an employee of the First Department 

(Otdel),. died in 1953 and there was ἃ question (vopros stoyal) of 

whether to show the coffin with his body in this Club of the KGB -~ 

SoM COOOe AUAAUABD on ere Anan METEOR a ct 

AEE 
om 

t8-Lryen 
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he presen 

Because it was necessary to find a place (pomeshctieniye), they 

wanted to use either this or this building. 

es 
ΝΥ ὙΨΙΨῸ τ And I wanted to say ((that)) they used both clubs. 

: 

A. What is there in this building at present. Ϊ 
Η 

κῶν ἀν μον ETA δ. On the day you were there for the last tine in Moscow, or the last 

2—3 years. 
i 

B. There is no club as such there now. 

It is further along the street, where the former “Arrow” ((store 

was)); there is no club as such, but there is sone kind of construction 

organization (stroitel'noye khozyaystvo) from the "n0ZU (( House- 

keeping' Directorate - Ἔα Xhozyaystvennoye Upravleniye)) of the AGB, 

a construction, well... section (otdeleniye) or cepartnent (otdel) 

or something, the devil knows, but something is there {no chto-to 

tam sidyat). 

That is ((to say, then)), the buildiug as such continues to belong i 

to the KGB, not the MVD. 

A. Let us return, further, to our mutual friend, ROZHENKO. 

Earlier, you said that you completed (zapolnyali) a questionnaire 

(anketa) and an autobiography for his section (otceleniye), for i 

him and for his employee. 

What other steps (Chto yeshche... predprinimalo) did the MVD or the | 

NGB =~ call it whatever you wish ὦ take in order to accept you. 

ὡππκο tan καὦοΠΕἤΡ..........β. 

Β. I absolutely do not know what they did (prinimali); I absolutely 

do not know, because there were only these 2-3 conversations with 

me and I 100% cannot tell you. 

oF ἀλλ ὐδδὶ αἱ Cet ὦ 
I cannot tell you; I filled out the questionnaire (anketa) for 

ROZHENKO and for his man, for his case officer who talked with me, ad 
ει 

or ((it happened that)) when I had just started work, SASHAROV, the 

Personnel man (kadrovik) of the Second Chief (Kirectorate), gave. ° =: 

‘me two questionnaires, two autobiographies to fill out. 

I cannot say exactly. 

2A 

a em ncee ames allied! det ee 
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te 

But do you renenber the name of the Chief of the Personnel Section 

(Otdeleniye Kadrov) of the Second Chief Dircctorate at that tine or 

later. 

B. There was none (Ne bylo), there vas nonce. 

There wns one Personnel nan in the Second Chief Directorate. 

((Taere was)) not a Personnel group (sruppa), there was nothing. 

| 
᾿ 
i 
[ 
f 
I 

One Personnel man ~~ SAXHAROV, Nikolay Crigor'yevich. 

A. Are you sure of this. 

B. Ho, ho; not just certain «- we were on the same floor (my sideli na 

odnom etazhe). 

And his office was here, literally ((just)) a few steps from the 

First Department (Otdel). 

A. But who wis responsible for (zanimalsya) personnel of the Surveillance 

Department (Otdel Naruzhnogo Nablyudeniya) of the Second Chief 

Directorate at that tine. 

Β. UODK: 

UODK... Central Personnel (Tsentral'nayye Xadry). 

((Wait)) one minute, UODK, they also had, like the Second Chief 

((irectorate)) had its own Personnel man in the system. 

Not in Personnel, but, like the Second Chief ((Directorate)), they 

had -— I think ~— their ((own Personnel)) Department (Otdel). 

see RNS ae τ του πὶ 

A, But what —- you do not know more exactly: 

You worked so many years there, you must probably know. 

Tat is how it is, to speak in a comradely way (Vot tak, po-tovarishch- 

os 
‘ s 

6 
7 

eski). 

B. But I am answering you. 

In a comradely way. 

2.2 ee 

ae enlllbes «ναι σα α amen ene στ - te ame 

ΠΥ am answering you, as I remember ((it)), as I know C(it)). 

Ae Pyaar ns > 
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| 

| 

ΝΣ 
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B. 

ae 

you do not know who headed (zavedoval) Personnel and who headed - 

(vedal) Surveillance. 

One minute. Paes 

How ((was)) it, who headed ((them)). 

Surveillance, in ny time, as soop as I had cezun to: work, the UODK, 

the Directorate for the Protection of the Diplomatic Corps (Upravleniye 

khrany Diplomaticheskosro Korpusa), surveillance of foreigners 

(slezhka 2a inostrantsani) was under (byla podchinena) the Second 

Chief Directorate, under (vo slave 5) BOVKO (or, © DOYIOV.)), 

Nikolay Vasil'yevich, who also was (yavlyalsya) Chief of the UODK and 

he was a Deputy Chief of the Second Chief Directorate. 

cut neither he nor someone from his, so to say, staff (shtab) was 

(ne sidel) in Building 2 (v zdannii Dona 2). 

Do you know something about their safe apartrents (konspirativnaya 

kvartira), where the Surveillance employees lived, where they went 

to work in the morning, from which they moved about, etc., etc., in tha 

period, the period of the beginning of your work in the Second 

Chief Directorate -~ ((1 ask)) because there were so many of them 

in Moscow (ikh v Woskve do chertovoy materi). 

Pes-s ((An explosive sigh, through nearly closed lips)) 

Well, name for me a few safe apartments where they do not take agents, 

but it is called a safe apartnent where employees come in the 

morning, from which they move about at work, ((and to which)) they 

then come back after work. 

Y have given the whole plan (skhema vsya) for (po) the First 

Depertment (Otdel). 

I am interested... I have seen this whole plan; Sa τας τα 

((1ὰ English)) It's alright; we still will come back to this plan 

4f it is (budet) necessary. 

i emetic Ν fo alates 

be igeaepic τς ἐδνουειν eet gta χαθῶ 
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worked so long, and so forth.... 

You must know many of then. 

‘ane a few for me. 

((Long pause)) I cannot tell you the main (osnovnaya) safe 

apartment, the surveillance base (baza slezhki) of tne First 

Department (Otdel), of the foraer UCD, in 1953-54 I ((de laughs)) 

do not remember, I was not even here. 

In 1955? 

In 1955, I was not even with then (uw nikh) at these bases. 

Do you imagine that a person who has worked as a case officer and 

higher in the Second Chief Directorate, connected with operational 

matters, cither finishes off ((maintains, “sews up" ~ podshivayet)) 

files (papki) or something, but a person sits near hin, who mects 

agents, conducts surveillance, requires it, writes assignments, etc.... 

So. 

... And in the course of three years you did not once hear and see 

and you do not know anything about these safe apartments: 

Well, why do you put the question thus. 

Because you have answered thus. 

Otherwise, I cannot put ((the question so)). 

You have said that in this time you were not working there and you 

do not know. 

In another instance, this morning or at the beginning of our con- 

versation, you tried to convince me that (chto u...)... 

"J heard one thing there, there a thing,’ but in the end I cannot... 

confirm how this happened. 

I am saying that this thing also could have been heard; true: 

way 36} eee % Pei eyes ες 

ORE Ce eran 
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in this Surveillance Department or in the Directorate for Affairs 

(Po Delam) of the Diplomatic Corns, etc., I am not putting a question 

to you of all the details of this, I simply am asking where were 
f 
i the sare apartnents of the Second Chief Directorate, where all of 

their surveillants were (vsya ixh naruzhka sidela). 

B. UODx, all of the UODK was (sicelo), all the chiefs of departments 

and the department (otdel) were in the area (v rayone) of either 

Second or Third eshehanskaya ((Street)), in 1953-54, when BOYKO 

headed, well, surveillance (sleznka) of forcigners. 

Yell, I never went there. 

How does the work with this surveillance usually shape up. 

Let us suppose, (1G) worker (rabotnik), I am running (vot ya vedu), 

I have a few cases, I write out an assignsent for surveillance 

(slezhka); the chief of the section (otdeleniye) signs, the chief 

of the department (otdel) signs, with regard to foreigners. 

And it goes by its om route (svoim kanalon).... 

A. We will return to this. 

I understand how, by what route it goes, etc. 

I have, as they say, the most routine, the most trifling, question, 

which an employee who worked there must know. . 

Kane for me a few of the safe apartments where employees of (({the 

department of)) Surveillance of the Second Chief Directorate had 

their headquarters apartments (shtab-kvartira). Ne εἶ oats 

fo which they go in the morning and from which they move about at " 

work and ((ῖο which)) they return. 

Do they not go to Building 2: 

B. No. 

| They . 7 . . 

Each division (otdel) has its ((own)) base, its ((own)) base, 

I do not know the base 1953, 1954, 1955, where the base of the 

| First Department (Otdel) was. Ν pare 

The nain (osnovnaya) base from which they moved about. 
i : ᾿ one 

Ἷ er Gia ἘΞ 
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I was in these at that tine. 

A. It is difficult, of course, to helieve, especially for ne, that al | 

person waco has worked there, ctce., does not now such ἃ sinple thing. 

B. How ((is)) this, he doesnt remember such a thing. 

Simple. 

A. Well, name these safe aparfients. 

Even one, two. 

A. Well, these surveillance points, this is known to everyone.... 

ἰ H 
4 
H 
a ὶ 
+ 

Put wao was the Chief of Surveillance, at that tine or another, of 

the Second Chief Directorate; who headed (vedal) the surveillance 

(maruzhka) of foreigners. 

B, The Chief was BOYKOV, Nikolay Vasil'yevich, Haj Gen BOYKOV. οἰ 

A. Where did he come from? ame . ' ἶ 

B. I do not know where he came fron. 

τ RM to Se Ὁ 
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“Chief of the Secon 

A. Who else anong their enployees do you ποῦ. ᾿ : ᾿ 

Β. Now, let us say, I know. 

A. Not the Seventh ((Directorate)), as στ; who, for example, was i 

BOYKO's deputy or the senior officers and so forth. 

I am not asking ((about)) the lower-level (malen kiy) ((officers)); 

we will return to this later. 

B. There was his SINEL'SHCHLOV there, at that tinc.... ((Lor.: pause)) 

A. Where ((vas)) this, in the Vosstaniye Square area. 

What kind of more or less outstanding, striking (kotoroy ν glaz 

brositsya) building (ob"yekt) is there. 

In order to identify the place (Chtoby nozhno bylo opoznat’). 

B. (2G)... “Taxi (taksi)" stand in this place. 

You see: two streets run into (vykhodit na) Vosstaniye Square, 

Vorovskiy Street (vykhodit ulitsa Vorovskogo) and Gertsen Street; 

they end in Vosstaniye Sauare. 

Here, here... ((is)) Vosstaniye Square; here is (vysxhodit) Gertsen 

((Street)), here is Vorovskiy. 

Well, here, across Vosstaniye Square -- this ((is)) a tall building, 

so, here «= between Gertsen and Vorovskiy; here is a small, such a, i 
ἢ 
i 

ΐ 
ἢ i- 

you know, a little building (domishks), and here in this little 

pbuilding ((is)) a taxi stand; so, here, on the first floor, there 

was a safe apartment, it is now, but it has been put aside 

(zakonservirovana)... put aside, they do not work in it. 

meee ree 

B. BERIYA's building (dom), further, along Sadovaya, further, on the.. 

| 
H 

| 
4 

ἢ 

: A. How far was this from BERIYA's building (dom)? 

| right, further, the first cross-street (pereulok). 

t 
ἐ : ᾿ 

eee: 
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ΩΣ 

tte oth γεν ae κα eee εν ει ete At NCEE BTR tt 

‘forth: . 

Ne razbrasyvat sya) on varilews sites (Cob ° 

Of course, it is very hard for me to believe that you worzxed there 

for such a long time and could not even notice tiat ἃ sign hung at 

the Club. 

No; no, no. 

τῷ 
δ 

πῶς 

Perhaps there was a sign before my ὑπο, but I Go not remember a 

sign; no. 

Or, for example, the fact: everyone knows that ((there is)) a 

Gastronom there now, but there was no Gastronona ((there)} either 

in 1953 or 1954. 

Well, maybe not in 1354, perhaps the Gastronon vas made in 1355. 

((Possibly, XG; A and B speak at the same time.)) 

..-And you cannot say. - 

How many times were you personally in this Gastronon.- 

Again, it is hard to say how many times, I was ((there)).... i 
[ 
i 
i Y cannot tell you. 

...Did you drop in either every day or every other day* 

Well, no, no.... 

Once a month, or once a year. 

i think this is not hard ((to answer)).... 

Perhaps... once (1G). 

;..Because if you were working there, you are working, etc., well, 

did you not have to buy all the groceries (produkt) there, and so» — 

BBWS BAS 5 apes = ee ES 

Few ws 
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A. For sone reason or other.... 

What was the talk in the KGB. 

Js it a good neighborhood. 
a ie 

({Is it good)) That a Gastronom is located there. Ι 

Can everyone drop in at the Gastronon- 
os 
ἐν | 

Hy 

i 

B. Of course, the neighborhood ((is)) not very good ((i.e., it is not 

good that the Gastronon is there)). 

Because, for example, 2 person drops in; he can stand there, inside 

the big windows, carry on a surveillance, ((seeing)) who... who ; 

enters, who leaves. 

A. Waat did the employces ~~ for example, your Counterintellisence 

friends τῷ say of such a neighborhood. 

((¥as)) it good for the hGS, bad for the KGS. 

B. Bad, of course, for the KGB. 

A. Did anyone say this. 

At a conference, at a neeting. 

Or somevhere ((else)). 

Taat “we do not need such ἃ neighborhood 

B. I do not remember that, I would have heard some such thing at a ἜΝ i 

conference and somewhere ((else)) there.... 

A. Well, since.... 

i 
i 

oe Eero on BS” CCinterrupts, speaking loudly)) Well, there was talk that this 

oe . _(€Cis)) not much of a place (nevazhnoye... mesto) for the Gastronom. 

A. Probably there was talk: someone decided to open the Gastronom there. 

ere, rT 

agony B. Well, this was decided in the Mossovet (Gloscow Soviet = Moskovsikiy 
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es 

A. You were working there; perhaps you heard something, on the basis’. 

of which... 
3 

I 4 
aes 

B. I do not Know. 
᾿ ' 

I do not xnow how it was decided, 
: 4 

But I an telling you that ((it was)) the opinion of the operational ; i 

employees that this, of course, (C(is)) not much of a neighborhood. ἱ 

Very much so. 

A. It even could happen that, while all Soviet citizens are going 

there, foreigners also can drop in. 

B. Of course. 

A. And the tourists and so forth, well, perhaps ((persons)) from the 

American Embassy will not ((i.e., will they not)) begin to go there 

every cay.... 

sob eh Mamie et whl vides 8 

Β. They will notice ((then)). 

i 

.A. Toney will notice them, yes. 
τ ὁ ‘a 

But, of the others--perhaps a person simply is soins (({along)) and 

sees (i vot uvidel) the Gastronon, runs in (zaskochil) for a 

minute, etc. 

Of course, it is hard -- again, I repeat my earlier words: as you 

wish, whether you like it or not, it is of course hard to believe 

i 
} 
{ 
Ἢ 

{ 

ἱ 

that you would work ((there)) so much time and would not know when 

they opened the Gastronon. 

B. I do not remember when they opened ((it)). 

Or, for example, you cannot say more or less exactly how often you 

dropped in there or ((if)) you never were there. 2 heh Sed 

pres ποδὶ» αἴροντας BL τα cent carb etetet emma nz πὸ δ τσ 

oc emcee ET ..................-..-.-.-.-. 

᾿» + 



often. 

It is difficult to say.... 

ΕΣ 
| ((Χα; A and B talk at the same tine)) 

A. ... You never dropped in there (... Nikxogda tuda ne zakhodili). a 

i; ἢ 
B. Well, no, without doubt (bezuslovno) I dropped in, I thing (po- 

moyenu), sometimes I even dropped in after work to do sone shopping. : 

‘ ἷ 

A. ((Trnis is)) for me also not understandable. : 

d You understand, of course, that when ALAKUNOV was ((there)), 

IGNAT'YEV was ((there)), and so forth, KODULOV of course was not in 

-power (ne ἃ vlasti byl) in the HGR or the ΝῺ, he was working in 

GUSINZ. 

B. (:Yes, but: ) : 

t a 

A. I am saying ((that)) when.... : : 

: ᾿ : 

Β. (-Κοβῦμον.) was working with ABAKUNOV, he was working, KOBULOV | 4 

4 

A. When: 

B. Well... after the war... in these years. 2 ἐξῇ ᾿ 

A. If he was an acquaintance (znakomyy) of your family, do you know ge eae 

approxinately when he went to work in GUSINZ: 

B. No, no; I do not know exactly when he went to work in GUSINZ. 

Fate emerge abe σον 

A. And ((on)) what basis they took him and transferred him there, to 

GUSIMZ- . 

2 

see IM BRET + 

! ; ‘ , : 

ξ ᾿ B. ((It is)) my opinion, my opinion -~- I emphasize ((this)) again -— 

4 } 
i Bet 
i mo Ὦ - 2 
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which was organized inmediately after the war. 

In connection with “Bismuth”, so-called, the uranium mines 

(uranoviye razraboti:i), it ({vas)) necessary to put (otnesti) them 

also under GUSIMZ, but.... 

A. Ταὶς ({is)) understandabic. 

I want to say, we will not co into these details, (({about)) “Bismuth”, 

GUSIUNZ, etc.; perhaps we will return to them later; aapeegiuately 

when, do you think, MOSULOV began working there. 

3. I co not know, FI do not tnov. 

4A. Who was he there, Chief or Deputy. 

B. Deputy Chief of GUSINZ, 

A. But who was the Chief; do you not know. 

B. .There were a few of then; there was SERGEYEV at one tine, who 

worxed as Deputy, was Chief, there was someone else there, a few 

times.... 
| 
[ 
; 

A, It is a little hard for me to believe that, for example, as far as 

‘I know, XODSULOV was working in GUSINZ, he began approximately in 

1947 or perhaps from the beginning of 1943; he did not have, then, 

any relation to the Ministry for State Security where ABAXUMOV was 

[ 
} 

᾿ 
ῃ 
Ῥ} 

Minister, and... that ΚΟΡΌΚΟΥ͂ rould phone the HGB and recommend you 

for work. ᾿ 

He must have, probably, ((connections with)) some big man who (2G).... 

B. You are forgetting about another ((thing)). 

Excuse me, ((but)) you are forgetting another thing there -~ that 

WARE Bre ee 
GUSINZ ((was)) a cover (krysha) for KOBULOV. 

Because, in such an enterprise as "Bismuth", the people working there 
cape ote 

were only from the MGB. 

SEGRET 
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ar 
Life! Seti: 

This ((is)) known and.... 

Unly people from the MG3 were working ({there)). 

... That GUSINZ was used as a cover also is know, 

I do not want to get into an argunent (v polemiku vdavat'sya). 

But we will say, not wholly correctly, that GUSINZ was only a cover 

for KOBULOV. 

lie was a (byl kak) lieutenant general in Germany, KOBULOV. 

What do you know about relations (vzaimootnosheniye) between 

KOBULOY and ABAKUMOV: 

I do not know, I do not know. 

So we ((will)) not have a falling out (Chtoby nam ne ssorit'sya), 

do you not remember whom KOBULOV rang up in the HGB. 

No; absolutely ((mot)), absolutely. 

There even was no talk of this, to whom he would phone (pozvonit), 

with whom he would talk. 

Absolutely not even a word was said. 

What do you think -~ were you telling the truth (pravil'no govorili).,. 

({about)) when you went in at the fourth entrance (pod"yezd), 

((about)) when you went to see KOBULOV, that they told you what 

room and so forth and you went there alone: 

Absolutely the truth. 

No one told me which room. . 

I received a pass Coropusk) downstairs (vnizu) where they check. the 

pass. 

An officer gave me the pass when I arrived and ((I)) said: "Please, 

look; there must be a pass in my name here, at this entrance". 

They looked, ((said)) "Yes ((there is a pass)); you go”.. 

— Se 

ἢ 
: 
ἢ 
{ 

i 
! 

be 
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cecal wonapen 

A. Someone showed you where to go. 

B. Yell, I asked: “Wnere ((is)) this three... three hundred... π᾿ gone 

such room ((was indicated)) there. - ᾿ ; 

Taney told me, “Now here at.... You go to the right. : 

ΣΝ amen ao There-are ἃ few-steps: go in-at the fourth ((entrance)), Ὁ the right, 

but then you go over and go up one of the stairways to the third 

floor, and you will find this room on the thire floor". 

A. and no one accompanied you. ᾿ 

B. Absolutely no one. 

A&A. No one met you. 

B. Ko, no, no. 

A. Alright; let us accept that it was so. 

In fact, it could not have been ((so)). 

After you completed the questionnaires (anketa), you submitted then 

to the Personnel Department (Otdel); then the NGB phoned again. Ἢ 

Let us suppose ((that)) they had received your file (4610) from the 

Navy, and so forth. 

Did they send you to the Medical Commission (seditsinskaya Kommissiya): 

B. I did not go to any Wedical Commission when beginning ((work at the ᾿ i 

HGB)). 

‘A. How ((do you)) explain’ this, that you did not goo ~~ 

I do not know how. 5 

They did not send me to any Medical Commission. 

Kothing. 

ες δ τς σέλας ς δ ΡΥ 

In general, my acceptance (priyem) for work was, so to speak, not 
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((1ὸ was)) an unusual (Ne obychnyy) acceptance (priyen). 

Neither this case officer mr ROZIENKO, wiom I saw only once, nentioned τἰ ΤΥ χιβευλοόει ἐνξε τες ἔΈΚλος 

one word, though, that they vere taking xe (prinizayut), so to speak, 
é 
ἢ 
᾿ 

ἢ 
on influence (po blatu) cr on ((the strength of)) ἃ phone call fros 

higher up (po bol'shonu zvonku). 

No one asked how I know XOBULOY, from where I know ((hin)), and no 

So ene pinata σ᾽ one said a vord about XOZULOV had sent me. 

Absolutely. 

But the acceptance (priyem) itself was unusual (ne obychen). 

A. I think ((that)) when ROZHENKO or the other employee, when he talked i 

with you, he probably asked about the state of your health. 

B. But... I... said... normal health.... 

Y had served... in... in... the Navy. 

A. You understand, of course, a person may be fit (goden), for exanple, 

to be a pilot, but sometimes may not be fit to be an operations 

enployee. 

B. Well... I went through ((a medical examination)) when I began... uh, 

uh... in the Navy. 

A. Yam not speaking of this, because work in the Navy -~ even in ((Navy)) 

intelligence -ὦ (({is)) one ((thing)), and work in the State Security... 

organs ({is)) another. 

When they take a person, no matter from where -— whether he comes 

i from the Army or is a civilian, anyone, always the routine is fixed 

vB 

(poryadok ustanovlen), if one may so express it, the law (zakon) 

(Cis that)) the person must go through the Medical Commission, not 

vay oth in Pans a because they want to throw him out or to find something ((wrong)), } 

((but because)) it is necessary for the future, when the person 

completed his. service (otsluzhit svoy srok), or ((they give)) him a 

pension or something; or, for example, they accept (prinyali) you as 

dy ete ue a iinet i as Se ace athe, 
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entered the ((State Security)) Ὁ 
στ etree στα 

5 necessary to establish that you 

organs as a healthy person ((and)) fell ill there. 

For me this is not uncerstandable: why, there must be some kind of.... 

το eo rete σα. α meme 

B. ((interrupts)) I think ({ that it was)) only because, coming from, 

((that it was only)) that, so to speak, on such a level =j=-_ KOBULOY 

gave someone a prone call, and ((said)) something, of something -~ 

and on such a level, therefore, it happened quite casily. 

And there were no special, so to speak, conversations with me. 

There were no comaissions, negotiations -- nothing special. 

A. But, anyway, they must have asked about the state of your health. 

Β. Well, probably they asxed. 

But I did not go through the Commission. 

A. You know, if you worked there Long. 

The routine exists, that a person nust go through the Commission and 

when they accept him for work, the Commission's decision is attached. 

if they accept you, for example, for the Second Chief Directorate, 

for operational work.... 

Β. But, you see, in fact... 

((XG; A and B speak at the same time)) 

... Taking into attention these phone calls, they simply proceeded, 

it seems to me ~~ again, it seems to me, it is my impression -=— they 

proceeded from that position that, "Alright; here is this veteran 

(veteran) ((B's surname)); he is on regular service in the Navy. 

Has he gone through the Commission: 

He has. 

Is he healthy: 

He is healthy.” 

And they saw the conclusions of the Commission in my personnel file 

ἃ κίας πὸ Lh nie reg pe REE  ἐαρ.ττεερπνθνεαν- ὁαββκενασίν᾽ SOR otal es ται τενα oe 

4 OB SRI Me, 



A, Well, of course, in the Personnel file.... 

ἐπε αι ae epee, 

B. Tnere is the Cosnission's report (raport).... 

A. ... Of course, there was the decision of sone commission, and so forth, 

but you are explaining one ((way)), and as far as it is known to me 

personally, ((it is)) coupletely another. 

((It is)) not inportant whence a person has cone, whether ne was a 

pilot or an engineer, whether he is a civilian or a military man or 

wiatever: when entering on duty in the ((State Security)) organs, 

he must go through the Medical Commission. 

3 is depeads upon the doctors: will they loox at nin through a 

Ἡ agnifying glass or he Sinply will go and.... 

B. I understand. 

But I absolutely did not go through any comnission. 

They did not send me when ((I was)) entering.... 

Later, I went through the Commission as all the employees do; that 

is, there were a few tines during the entire term of ny service 

(za vsyu moyu rabotu), but ((this was)), so to speak, a nedical re~ 

examination. oon marten atixwentce 

i All of the employees went through the Commission. 

ἢ . A. But where did you go through this Commission: 

B. On Kisel'nyy Street (pereulok)... it was.... 

I gave blood, ((specimens for)) analyses.... 

manpages cote =~ * 
But on Varsonof'yevskiy ((Street - pereulok)), I went. through the 

doctors.... 
ΐ 

noe 

In the Polyclinic on Varsonof'yevskiy. 

On what basis were you sent to the Commission: 

weet: AAA eh als ORM, Hie Tee RI κε σπου 

ary 

a 

a ney ate en dee eee es eR NARA eae ey τς 

® 

“B. Not ((just)) me... but... the whole chief directorate (glavka) went.... 

228, 

ae AB ME κὸν 



tee ἐρῥρρννεν ϑρος alent we on 

A. 

Which doctor whom you know, to which one did you go most often’ 

Wnat -α did they deternine fitness for work in tne ((State Security)) i 

organs or simply look at the state of health. i wea 

They were looking at the state of health, so to speak; the medical. ‘ 

reeexamination of how((ever)) it is called. 

“If (Cit was)) a medical re-exanination, then way the ((specicens 

for)) analyses, when there are no... 

((Interrupts)) No, but there, here you see, I vent throu:h two or 

three times; here it was necessary to go throurh a series of doctors 

and to give ((spcecinens for)) analyses, Llood, urine, etc. 

Approximately when was this. 

Fir first tine you went through this.... 

I do not remenber. 

This was two or three times during ny years of service. 

The last time, this was... to my thinking... the last time I went 

through the Medical Commission ((was in)) 1959 or 1960, sometime 

around then (chto-to ν etom rode). 

But you do not remember the name of the chief of the polyclinic or 

of the doctor who examined you: 

Well, a whole series of doctors examined ne. 

But I never went to ((anyone)), I did not receive treatment there. 

Neither I nor ny wife received treatment there. ΐ 

Because we always received. treatment in the Kremlevka. 

αν PRR r eee τι δι ἢ 

But waen you went through the Medical Commission in the KGB in 
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σα αν we ee 

ae Beers cee pecan ως 

Gb. 

Bol'shoy Kisel'nyy Street (pereulox): 

bok dete ΣᾺ é SLBELY : ΠΣ... ΑΨ 

i 

Yes. 

You do not remember one doctor. 

No; I absolutely do mt remember one doctor. 

Well, we went into the reception office (("registration office" ~ 

registratura)), you go into the -eception office, you say: "My name 

is" so-and-so, in... for... the ‘iedical Commission. 

They give you a check-list (( runner" # begunol)) according to which 

you go to the doctors. 

You begin. 

To whom you are to go is indicated there. 

You begin to go through. 

You go to... this... very... there in the reception office. 

I have been to one doctor; you go to the reception office -= ((you are 

told)) to whom rext to go; they look there, which turn, to which 

doctor. 

Al: 

You go to this one, you go to this one. 

In the course of a few days. 

Do you not remember when this was. 

When was the first time you went through ((the Hedical Commission) )* 

I do not remember. 

It was two or three times. 

--- En 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957: 

I am telling you: I went through the Medical Commission two or three 

times. 

Two or three times. 

I do not remember the years.... 

—= hit 
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“Te problea was resolved ((Laughs)) that everyone would engage in 

physical culture, and it was necessary to divide the eaploynes. tute 

groups. 

The first group, second group, and third group. 

What does the "first", “second”, and “third' mean. 

You understand, the first group, for this, running is involved and 

like real sportssen, young people.... 

You wanted to receive a certificate (spravka) that ({you were)) hot. 

fit.... { 

Yes, not ((just)) I wanted to receive ((such a certificate)); it is 

thus, so to say, you know, all the analy ees try to avoid the 

physical culture sonehow. 

It was necessary to come to the physical culture exercises two 

times a weer. 

Twice a week. 

An hour before work, and an hour on working time (chas za schet 

raboty). 

At the same time, how many times do the employees of the Second 

Chief Directorate engage in firing with their own weapons’ 

Once a year. 

Where do they hold these shoots: 

((Pauses)) There is a firing range in Building 12, in the basement, 

and there were shoots also, I remember , in the beginning of 1954-55, 

in the basement ((of the building)) on Markhlevskiy Street. 

Such a small building, very shabby.... 

It ((was)) in the beginning.... 

ee te er ee a 
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udostoveren tye Highacets): 

oe | 

B. Oh, yes, this ((Happened)) soon. a 

I think, perhaps, well... ((after a)) weer, a weex and a half; I E 

do not renenber exactly. — f 

I was going through, ((on)).a pass, every day; they wrote out a 3 

pass. . . 3 

But then I received ((it)) immediately. 

2 A. What kind of identification (udostovereniye) was ((it)). 

Can you describe ((it)) for ae. 
3 

B. The Uinistry of Internal Affairs of the USSR. 

A red booklet (cnizhecnta). 

Tne seal (gerb). 

The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR. 

You open ((it)); on the left, a photo (kartocaka); a staup (pechat') 

on the right... but (a)... the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the 

certificate, then, ((that so-and-so)) holds the position of case 

(sostoit v dolzhnosti oper)... yes... rank... Lieutenant ((B*s full . 

name)) holds the position of case officer. : 

Neither the department (otdel), nor the chief directorate (glavk), i 

| absolutely nothing ((else is indicated therein))... ((that is)) all. 

: A. What else was written in the identification: 

B. Below, below, before the stamp and the signature, on the right, is 

written in small type: "The holder of the identification is permitted Γ 

᾿ to keep and bear firearms (Vladel tsu Udostovereniya Pazresheno a 

khraneniye i nosheniye ognestrel'‘nogo oruzhiya)". ἢ 4 

ἔξ Ἶ 

| A. But when you came to the KGB, did you bring some kind of weapon 

| (oruzhiye) from the Navy: “τῷ 

[ 

"προ αϑάρς wetcoet ime ον 

a B. No, no, no. 

| > . : “ὦ Las 

| 
i 

᾿ 
᾿ 
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” Second Chief Directorate: 

“I. think I received ((it)) in 1953. 

HAS teh ot he PE OTE To MRR GEO: 

How, under what circumstances, and where. 
; 

((after a long pause, 8 speaks, with ΓΕ ΤΡ ὟΝ The weapon, 4 

the weapon, where did I receive the weapon 
. : 

I received the weapon on ((Dzerzhinskiy)) street, here on pzerzninskiy 

Street. 
. 

Approxinately, approxinately, opposite itisel'nyy Street (pereulok). : 

Also, such ἃ run-cown Little building. 

On the outside there is no identification (Vneshne ni chem ne 

ob"yasnish'), no sign of any kind, nothing.... 

A small building of two or three stories; I was there.... 

I received a weapon; someone else of the boys from the departnent 

(otdel) received a weapon. 
: 

What was needed in order to receive 8 weapon. 
: 

((Pauses)) To my thinking, we received ((something)), aS... ἃ 

receipt for forwarding (dlya napravieniya)... to... well... to this 

section (otdeleniye), from our supply man khozyaystvennik), SAMARIN . 

You remember what kind ((of weapon)) they gave you’ 

I will tell you now... to my thinking, I had... the last time, this... 

((2G; B speaks very softly; then, a long pause)) 

...It seems I had a Walther Number 2... yes, in the beginning, a ᾿ 

Walther Number 2. 
i a 

Then it was changed. 

ΝΣ 

* 

ΠΣ 

No, a “TT, a “TT. 

And the Walther I had was mine (A Val'ter eto u menya byl lichnyy)... οἴ 

A “TT"... correct. 

=“
 

Ted toe + Fs 
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Yes; a big one (zdorovyy). 

Did they give cartridges for it. 

Two clips (oboyna). 

Could you taxe it home. 

No... a weapon... the idea is that we nust keep ((it)) in a safe. 

It was this way in the beginning. 

They kept the weapon in the safe. 

Then, they thought it up; they cave the weapons over to ((the seeping 

of)) the duty officer (deznurnyy). 

There was a room where they put (xuda sdavali) all the weapons by 

departments (po otdelam). 

One fellow of sone sort ((was)) responsible for the weapons. 

He issued it, received it, when it was needed for firing, for the 

range; they cleaned it. 

(2G) then, in the safe; then back; this room was eliminated, along 

with the duty officer, and again they issued ((them)) and kept ((then)) 

in the safes. 

Now, for example, in recent years, they laid in the safes until 1953. 

In 1963, again ((they were stored)) by departments and even fron 

each section (otdeleniye); there was a single responsible person 

in the department and he collected, he collects the weapons for all 

sections, he gives you a little receipt-coupon (talonchik); you 

have a receipt-coupon which ((indicates that)) we are holding ((the 

weapon)) in the safe, such a little yellow ((receipt-coupon))._ 

Because your number is shown there, etc. 

And when it is necessary to go to the range, you receive it. 

But, if you go somewhere on an operational assignment, etc., then 

what. 

hit 

Ξ 

i 

pele ante sedi 

ἘΠῚ 
3 

ὃ 
ἘΝ 

ie 
a 
τὴ 
μὰν «τῇ 
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A. 

Seg SSS Se eee ew ae ees oF oe NR AN RP RR EMS MME gg MA OY: 

al 

in and get ((it)); you present this yellow coupon-receipt (kv itochek) 

What «= was there an officer in each department, tho was responsible 

for the weapons 

Responsible for the weapons. 

of the department (otdel). 

Yes. 

AS 

Are you certain of this. 

Absolutely.... 

But, again, I say ((that)) in the beginning we kept, in 1253-34, 

we kept ((them)) right in the safe. 

Each man held ((his weapon)) in the safe. 

But was it permitted to take ({the weapons)) home. 

No... no, no. 

Why: 

Well, anything... a person may get drunk... can happen’... 

Here again... you confirm this absolutely exactly... but this ((is)) 

not wholly so. 

That is, what (({is)) not so- 

I do not want to explain everything. 

No. 

Will you tell me where I am saying ((sonething that is)) not so. 

—SEBRET— 

3 
; 
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MENTO ΤᾺ kept (the weapons 

ee cece ceecenamne seme πα ate aime nee στ, een σ, 

ie te aed a APS EEN 

Χ, tae 

δ ων apia soir, aon sremeteartnedlh γε. 

Sy 

‘ghoulder straps (pogon), tunic (kitel'), trousers. 

faere is no objection to this. 
Ἷ 
τὶ 
q 

᾿ 
Tre question (Cis)), why were they not permitted to take ((the 

weapons) ) hone. 

It°is written in the (Cidentification)) certificate: "It is permitted 

to keep and bear.... 
: 

Well, the idea ({is)), this is what, a weapon. 

You go to a meet (yavka), you return fron the neet, you (. have | 

documents, you must have ἃ weapon.... 

The idea ((is)) 

Put an employee could take ((a weapon)). 

Please, take it; he could take ((it)) home. 

But if sonething happens... children play there and... there are 

growm children and.... 

The employees also ((is)) a grown person. 

Peper wees I think he is responsible for his actions. 

11 he gets pretty drunk or over-drinks, what has happened is without 

doubt his business ((i.e., responsibility)). 

When you came to the KGB, did you have some kind of uniform: ; 4 

Clothing: 

Mv Navy uniforn. 

Te Navy uniform also ((is)) different: 

There are various ((uniforms)), you know. 

((After a long pause, B speaks, with uncertainty.)) Lieutenant.... 

Further? 

Middle ((Higher School, er tight-fitting “-- VUZK AYR: or vuzkaya?) vasa: | δ 



why Mes Ada nape gritaton. καρνῳραμοροισποιαθε tine.  ττσυατ σεν ὧν στο σις το oe 

B. 

But I did not have any uniform made. 

Sea duty personnel (Plavsostav). 

Why ((the shoulder straps of)) sea cuty personnel. 

I wore both the shore duty (beregovaya’ ((uniform)) and ((that)) of 

sea duty personnel. 

Of sea duty personnel, as.... 

Which must you wear. 

I:, so to speak, ((dressed)) correctly. 

Nf shore duty (Beregovoy) ((personnel)), of shore duty . 

Of shore duty (Beregovoy sluzhby) ((personnel)). 

- Of shore duty personnel, because we did not sail aboard ships. ' 

You came to the KGB; how did they have you dress (kak Vas stali 

odevat') here’ 

Or, what happened to the old uniform? 

Absolutely nothing happened. 

I... came... I presented the clothing and equipment supply certificate 

(veshchevoy attestat} at Rybnyy Street (pereulok), this ((is)) near 

peepee acme τον 
Kuybyshev Street (ulitsa), where they received... stores ({or νὰ 

supplies “- imushchestvo)). 

There I received material for a uniform of the MVD, KGB. : |. 

4 

So the material lay at hone. τς . i Ἂ 4 

C(But I received)) money for the tailoring ((of a uniform)). i | 

Then... when... around 1956, from 1956 I did not receive (ya ne ᾿ 

stal poluchat') clothing (obmunidirovaniye), because the problem wasi. 

resolved ~<-.the employees repeatedly raised the question: "We are 

Hey 

is 
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Seay bs 

πο πο etamueteneneion eeeemcememmmne oe: 

we absolutely do not go about ΤῊ uniform; why do we receive a 

uniforn. 

Could one ((instcad)) receive civilian clothes “ { 

After this... a munber (ryad)... in a nunber of departments (otdel), 

not ina Haber of departaents, but in all departnents, the problem i 

((of)}) who would (budet) receive was resolved; department chicfs, 

the leaders (rukovodstvo) of the departacnts will decide who will | ᾿ a 

receive civilian clothes, who will receive military clothing. 

Let us suppose ((that)) a section ({is)) peripheral, is responsible : : 

(zanimayetsya) ((for functions concerning)) the periphery ((i.e. 

outlying areas in the Soviet Union)). 

((It was decided that ‘You will)) receive only military clothing; 

civilian clothes are nothing for you; you do not work with agents 

(agentura), and if you do work ((with asents)), you go ((for such 

work)) only rarely”. 

Tnaose who work against foreigners, against an embassy, those fellows 

were pernitted to receive civilian clothing. . 

We received civilian clothes -~ one time, on Rybnyy ((Street - 

pereulok)), but then we were attached (prikrepili) ((for this 

purpose)) to the surveillance departments (po otdelam slechki). 

And I received ((civilian clothes)) together with surveillance i 

((personnel))... but, for me... here, across fron Dzerzhinskiy ! 4 

((Street)), here, near Cherkasskiy Street (pereulok), I received 

civilian clothes here. 

Then, since 1953 or 1953, the question - may one receive, not 

civilian clothes, but money: -~ has been resolved. 

But here, the percentage ((of the increase of pay for clothing)) | mae ; ἃ 

was small. 
. 

Here they decided... they gave ((it)) only to the fellows who know 

a ((foreign)) language. - ; fabs ; 

πρρρυκουαξρ ae Cosdagrenne ot 

They had in mind that they would dress as.... 

((That they would dress)) a little better, a little better. 

Because, here, you understand, you go to receive civilian clothes; 

— ht —— 
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your παρ; not on the position (dolzhnost'), but ‘the rank, and... 

in fact, ne material which the colonels, lieutenant colonels 

t received ({was)) good, but ((for persons of ranks)) up to ((licutenant 
ay 

te ba die eee ek ΞΕ ΣῈ -ς 

colonel and=colonel))... the naterial ((vas)) not very good. 

¥Yhen we received the material, it was proposed, a suit every year, 

ἘΠΕ a shirt every year, a coat (pal'to) evary: two years. 

orn rED TENET To 

But the material you receive, you would not wear it, the quality is 
at ROMS ee dst 

50 poor. 

Usually, they sold it. ἢ : 

They put ((it)) in the commission store (v Xomissionku) and sold ((it}) 

And so you sell (({it)) and have clothing made, of course, of better 

material of better quality. 

But since about 1958 I received only money. 

A. Approximately how much did they pay ((for clothing)) for a year. 

B. Oh, this depends upon, you see, let us suppose ((that)) I received... 

when... the last time... something, I was working in the Seventh 

Department (Otdel) in later (poslednyye) years... 1362 or 1953; I 

could have received, for the coat, for both suits, altogether, but 

this ((would have been)) approximately 500 rubles, in new currency. 

A, 500 rubles. 

; B, 450-460 rubles. 

oo ree ae meneame ΟΝ A. Approximately when did they change the identifications (udostovereniye) | 

i of the MVD to ((those of)) the KGB: 
amen wenaene 

When did they begin to change them’ 
tM Lanse Ee 

i 

| | B. But the KGB... was organized in 1955 or the end of 1954. 

| I also do not remember ((this)) date exactly. 

And they began gradually to change the identifications. 

EDULE CEEREYAN Merde tele © pert 

oY A. On this point (Zdes'), how did they ((i.e., the new identifications) ) 

—SEGREE—— 
. it 

ον Folge 



So. 

Red. 

Again, the seal (gerb), ((the inscription:)) Comaittee for State 

Security under the CN USSR ((Si SSSR - Soviet Ministrov SSSR = 

Council of Hinisters of the USSR)). 

Inside, ((it is)) the sane, but ((tne inscription is)) not the MVD, 

but the Ministry for State Security (linisterstvo Gosbexopasnosti). 

And it is written the sane: 

With the exception only that the words ((were)) not “Ministry of 

Internal Avzfairs", hut ‘Committee for State Sccurity under the 

Council of Ministers of the USSR”. 

It also peruitted the bearing of weapons. 

Yes, weapons, also. 

Who signs the identifications. 

Here, you see, it depends then on ((one's)) official position 

(dolzhnostnoye polozheniye). 

fake ((as an example)): a junior, senior.... 

Case officer. 

The chief of a department (otdel)..., of the Directorate (upravleniye) 

now,... of Personnel signs, or the Deputy Chief of the Personnel 

Directorate signs. 

((Foer)) a section (otdeleniye) Chief, a section chief signs, the 

Chief of the Directorate, yes, the Chief of the Personnel Directorate, 

((signs)) for the chief of a section. 

But a section chief has a better identification, such,... up to ((the 

ΩΝ ee ae . 

anwrtare wd Amer Mee 

Η͂ 

: 
ἱ 

setae 

Gi ats, 
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tnen fron (fthe position of)) Section chile? identification)), 

(Cone nas 2)}) leather ((-bound identification)). 

Netter quality. 

A section chief, the deputy chicf of a department, a department 

ease eee: 

chief, etc., ({nave)) such identifications certificates, sturdy- 

lookinz, but little darker red. i Ϊ 

If it is of Morocco -~ ((it is)) poor, a bright red; but this ((other 

one is)) darker ((red)). 

Well, it looks more sturdy, the identification τιβοχξ, more durable, 

the leather ((is)) good. 

Ten: for the section chief, the directorate chief ((signs)) fer 

the ceputy chief of a department -- the Deputy Chairman signs. 

A. Sut, when you entercd -=- you say, in 1953 οὐ by whom was your 

identification signed. 

B. ((Pause)) I do not remenber, the Chief or the Deputy Chief of the 

Personnel Directorate. 

Or, then, it was the Personnel Department, and not Directowate, 

the Personnel Department. 

A. Well, if you received it in the beginning of your work == say, in 

: 
“4 

ΕἸ 

3 
aa ca 
εἰ 

March or April: 

B. It seens that.... a Ἢ 

1 remenber, I remember, Τὶ ΣΟΠΘΏΡΘΣ -- (Cit was)) ZAPOLOTNYY. 

A. Who ((is)) this ZABOLOTNYY- 

B. Colonel ZABOLOTNYY; he worked in Personnel. 

weed seen BE eee oe Deputy Chief of the Personnel Directorate or Department, ZABOLOTNYY . 

In 1954, they made him chief of the Second Special Department 

(Spetsotdel) in place of KARASEV. 

They removed KARASEV, who had been Chief of the Second Special . : 

Department -= audio penetration (podslushivaniye) for many years. 
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Frou 1960 ((onward)), he worxed (rabotayet) in the Border Troops, 

as Chief of the Political Directorate. 

A. But why did they transfer hin to political work. 
; 

t ὶ 

Wnat -- he ((is)) a political worker (politrabotnik). j "ἢ 

i “4 
ἘΞ 

Βι In general, he ((15}} a political worker. 
[ Ξ 

He had worked, generally speaxing, sonewnere in the Central Conmittee 

((TsX = Tsentral'nyy Konitet)); a Party worker. , oe i 

Grigoriy Ivanovich ZABOLOTHYY. : 3 

A. And the identification was signed by him at this tine. 

B, By ZABOLOTNYY. 

A. And you had this identification until what tine. 
᾿ 

i j 
4 

B. Well, they changed ((them)). 
Ἶ 

Tney changed this first identification, then they changed ((then)) j 

to the KGB. . 

Then, it, this identification was changed a few times in the KGB. i 

i 

A. For what reason was it changed: 

i 

B. For a period... it ((was)) given (ukazan) a definite period 4 

of yaa x (opredelennyy srok). ied nae 

The certificate ((was)) valid for such-and-~such a period. 

That it was given for two years, 50. 

av maernoanierts. Ὁ 

Fe PEARED RIS BITRE AHS te OT aye astoe 

, i. κἂν oe asia τ fe 

na a eae Siok aie ct. A. But what if a person were ἃ Lieutenant and ((then)) a senior 

lieutenant, then a colonel? - 

ΜΒ. In this case, you have the right: you give your Personnel man, Who... — 

+ Sr aad 
nee OR Fe τς SRS 2 

is in the Second Chief Directorate (Glavk), the usual necessary 

- be —SEthET—— 
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sued 

er hirangaanetad! 

“((this)) «- I was a case offféer; now I ((am)) a senior case officer”, 

Anddid you change ((your identification)). 

Well, there, after a zonth, two nonths, a nonth and a half, two 

weeks, it is changed. 

((Tais is)) also ((the case with changes of)) ran:. 

When your rank changes, you go to the Personnel man, give ((hin)) a 

photo. 

Well, anothcr tine, you co not hurry there -- ((it is chanzed)) 

after several months; so. 

\Vhen you were leaving there, let us say, in 1382 or 1964, who was 

Deputy Chief of the Personnel Directorate or Chief of the Personnel 

Directorate. 

I have written the whole layout... to ny thinking... ((it was)) VA. 

VASIL'YEV ((Speaks with uncertainty.)). 

But where did this ((person)) cone fron (ottuda payavilsya): 

I know only this thing about VASIL'YEV: he then was working, he 

was for some years, he wes Secretary of the Party organization of 

the Third Directorate. 

That is, he worked in the Third Directorate, and I do not know what . 

he was doing. 

Then they elected him Secretary of the Party organization of the ; ae 

Third Directorate. 

He worked as Secretary of the Party organization of the Third 

Directorate. 

Whether he was in the, re-elections for two or three years, I: do 

not know. 

Fron the Third Directorate Party work, he received a promotion, and 

they took him, well, into Personnel, into Personnel of the First ae 

Chief Directorate, in the intelligence line, not into Central 

<SECRE—— 
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tom 

' ((Pirst Chief)) Directorate; he headed the Personnel Group (eruppa) 

under the Directorate... of the First ((Cnief)} Directorate. 

ΠΝ τ 

so Bs bin es 
A. What kind of pronotion is this. 

((To head)) a Personnel] Group. : 

B. I do not know. 

A. The Party organiz.tion of such a large directcrate, but then Chief 

of the Personnel Section (Otdeleniye) or Group. 

B. Well, in the First ((Chief)) Directorate, greater significance 

attaches to Personnel. 

A. Whatever great significance would attach... 

B. Well, I know that he was taken from the Third Directorate, fron ((the 

position)) of Secretary of the Party organization of the Third 

Directorate, he was taken into Personnel in the First ((Chief)) 

Directorate. 

ΟΝ 
From Personnel of the First ((chief)) Directorate, he was trans= 

ferred soon to Central Personnel as Deputy Chief of the ((Personnel)) 

Directorate, but then they made him Chief of the ((Personnel)) 

Directorate. 

A, But who was his deputy. - 4 ᾿ 

: Β. Now... his deputy now ((is)) KUZ*MIN. 

| He became First Deputy ((Chief)) EUZ'°MIN not long ago. 

| He became First Deputy ((Chief)) around 1962. 

ote Se neneeeanyg wes τοσον: Before this, he —- KUZ'MIN -—= was chief of a department estan in 

Central Personnel. 

Yes, about 1962. 
rn Ser, 

The Chief of the Pirst Department of Personnel took his place (Vmesto 

nego stal). 

“UCL ον, RRR: δυκσιρλαρ οοθαρμνν ναερακνος aCdene Rete ames. mete ον “3 



(rukovodyashchiye), Central Personnel, Central Personnel. _ 

Cut another department there -- ((τεβροὴβ1"16 for)) let us say , 

the peripheral personnel (per iferiynyye xadry) ((i.e., personnel 

. assigned to outlying districts fh the USSR)) -~ was ((headed by)) 

this KUZ"MIN. 

Haj Gen NAYMUSHIN was for a Hiei Stare VASIL'YEV, Chief of the 

Personnel LDirectorate.... . 

SVETLICHNYY , present Chief of the Directcrate ((of the KGB)) for 

Noscow and Moscow Oblast, worked in Personnel at one tine. 

But from where did he come in Moscow. 

I do not know where he came fron. 

I know, the first time I heard about hia (Cit was)) that SVETLICANYY 

(Chad worked)) in Personnel, as a Personnel man. 

Yes, and ((tnat)) he was NAYMUSHIN's chief, to ny thinking... he, 

NAYMUSHIN was Chief, and he was Deputy ((chief)). | 

NAYHUSHIN went to Central Asia, as Chairman of the KGB in Uzbekistan; 

here, SYETLICHNYY becane ((Chief)} for some tine. 

Then, SVETLICHNYY was taken into the Directorate ((of the KGB))... 

for Moscow City and Hoscow Oblast -—~ there were two: for Moscow City, 

and for Hoscow Oblast; he received: ((the rank of)) major general 

while in Personnel. 

I do not know where he worl:ed before this. 

Let us return for a minute, again, to the entrances (pod"yezd) to 

Building 12. 

Well, is there one entrance on Dzerzhinskiy Street (ulitsa); or how 

many of them are there on Dzerzhinsxiy Street. 

On Dzerzhinskiy Street, ((there is)) only the entrance (vkhod) to 

the Club. 

There are no more entrances (pod"yezd) ((on Dzerzhinskiy Street))... 

And then, where ((are they)): 

Sethe 
Oe tee to tees 

Ἵν 

ἀρ φωμώσιβο, ρα 

Pe 
τ 
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entrance (pod"yezd) ((is}) there. 

A. The second entrance. 

Vhicn, what -α it leacs to the Gastronon 

B. No; the second entrance ((is)) next to the Gastrono. ; 

Next to the Gastronon. 

A. But where is the entrance (vkhod) to the Gastrono: ; : 

Β. This ((is)) the entrance (vihod), separate (sano sopoy), and there, 

next to the Gastronon... 

Tne entrance to the Gastronon, sec... frou Dzershinskiy Street, and 

the entrance to the Gastronom is fron... nere, this, here (Cis)) 

the through-street (proyezd), as it is called, between Duilding 12 

and Buildin: 2, ((there is)) also an extrance (vishod). 

Two entrances. 

Fron Dzerzhinskiy Street and an entrance from here. 

A. ((In affirmation of understanding)) Uauh. . 

But what was (nakhodilos') at Entrance No. 2 (pod"yezd noner 2): 

Β. At Entrance ἕο. 2. 

Which departments (otdel), which eleneants (podrazdeleniye) were 

there (sideli). 

The Border Troops -- on which floor I co not know; I was at Entrance.+-- 

No. 2 only in the section (otdeleniye) concerning the Archives ; 

(arkhiv). 

When I went abroad, before the trip abroad, I looked at the exit 

! files (vyyezdnoye delo) on the members of the group with which I 

was going. 

A. Since when have the Archives been located there’ 

I know that it is located there, right there, nov. 

This ((is)) a part (chast') of the Archives. 

SECRET —— Tee SN Sn eee ere ey 

3 8 
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A part of the Archives. 

specizically, I personally was only... in... I looxed at the exit: 

files. 

And I saw Border Troops (nozranichnik) there; in Dorder Troops 

unifors:. 

A. Let us zo ((on)) to the third entrance (pod"yexzd). 

sod! totaal He bested, Loree Bete na 

B. I never was at ((i.e., used)) the third entrance. 

I do not know what is there. 

A. Well, now.... 

B. No; ((wait)) one minute. 

I was (byl) at the third entrance, I was (sidel) at the third 

entrance, I went a few times; Lt Gen BEL'CHENKO was ({there)), he 

headed, Lt Gen BEL'CHENKO was Chief of the Tnird Special Department 

(Spetsotdel), now, the Third Special Department, yes. 

This ((is)) the department which prepared various documents. 

Well, ((if)) you need sone kind of cover (krysha), cover (prikrytiye) 

or to have a document ((showing)) that you ((are)) a member of the 

Organization of Journalists or that you work in the Ministry of ἣν sol 

Culture, and... a false passport (pasport fal shivyy), this 

department prepared everything. 

A. What was this department called earlier: 

B. The Third Special Repartyents 

A. Well, Yet us take ((for example)), in 19537 

Β. The Third Special Department in 1953. 

This (Cis)) the Third Special Department. 

1 wrote a paper addressed to (na imya) the Chief of the Third 

Special Department, Lt Gen BEL*‘CHENKO, to the Chief of the Third 

eh) erat πρνὰ στρ tite πῆρ NEA a EARN. ECAR ἡ etal ARI. A LONI ACO Hie Be GEA he A 

i 
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ee 

A. But until it became ({the Third Special Department))... what was it 

called. Nile 

I do not know. 

I do not know what it was called. 

Now it is part of (('in the system" ~ v sisteme)) the OTU -~ the 

Operational-Technical Directorate (Operativno-Tekhnicheskoye 

Upsavieniye). 

Let us go ((on)) to the fourth ((entrance)). 

Tne fourth. 

At this entrance, then, ((there are)) the chiefs (rukovodstvo), the 

chiefs of the Second Special Department and a part of the Second 

Special Department; telephones “Ὁ "Marusya™ “ὦ it all ((i.e., the 

whole part)) is (sidit) here, audio penetration (podslushivaniye). 

Then, here, now, now, the chiefs of the Operational-Technical 

Directorate, the OTU, are here. 

Here ((is)) the Sixth Special Department, formerly the Sixth 

((Special Department)), now, also the Sixth Department of the OTU; 

this ((is for)) censorship ((perlustration - perlustratsiya)) of 

correspondence.... 

Here.... 

Let us go ((on)) to the fifth ((entrance)). 

I never was at the fifth ((entrance)). 

To ἘΣ thinking, ((it is)) closed, and... there is not entrance 

(vkhod) there. 

Te fifth, this, see... just as you go in from Malaya Lubyanka 

((Street)), Malaya Lubyanka, you go through a little courtyard 

here «ὦ which I have said already, closed off (ogorozhen) so, by a 

a high iron grille, ((there is)) a free entry ((i.e., a pass is not. 

necessary in order to gain access to the courtyard through the snall 

-- 
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Hy nd ila ten μριωνεοραρυνυνεσοναμαο reenter n 

wwe δ wehbe δ᾽). οὐ ο 

So, the fifth, Sorc, around the corner, ((is)) closed and. ἐδ' ἂν τὰ 

thinkin:, I never went there. ᾿ 

The sixth ((entrance)), there, straignt-away tae sixth (pryano 

shestoy)... the sixth entrance, then; the FINO ((Finance Departnent «ὦ 

Finansovyy Otdel)) ((is)) here. 

And the seventh ((entrance)). 

The seventh; to my thinking, ἃ part of Personnel also is (sidit) 

here, ἃ part of Personnel is at the seventh; tae Planning Department 

(Planovyy Otdel) is there..; yes, ((and)) the NOB Departuent is 

somewhere here, here is the Mobilization Departnent (Mobilizatsionnyy 

Otdel), not all ((of it)). 

The chiefs (rukovodstvo) ({are)) in the New suilding now.... 

And that is all. 

Well, and the eighth ((entrance)). 

((At)) the eighth, as I say, ({is)) the Party Connittee (Partkonm). 

You always insist that you saw ROZHENKO there, at the eighth - 

At the eighth, yes. 

For your information, he never was (ne sidel) there. 

He was, 

((1it is)) another matter, what ((came)) later; later -— I do not 

remember the year =— he was taken into Personnel of the First 

Directorate. 

Where he was taken is not important. 

But the Personnel Department (Otdel Kadrov) was never at the eighth 

entrance. 

Set 

i 

᾿ 
{ 

Ϊ 
Ϊ “ 

owes 

1 
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A. Especially in 1953, ((then)) they invited you there, ctc., none of 

the Personnel people were at the eighth entrance. } ves hye 

B. On the sixth floor, on the sixth floor. 

A. It is interesting for me, of course, to hear that you insist ((upon_ 

this)}, but it is impossible for me to believe this, ‘(since)) it 

vas not ((so)). : bos 

B. I do not know, I do not iinow. 

I an telling you what (kak) I remember and where I was, 

A. Perhaps it was at another entrance. 

You simply have forgotten: 

B. No, no, no, no, 

This cannot be. 

This is the farthermost (krayniy) entrance, the very farthest 

entrance, there where the dietetic restaurant (Dietstolovaya) ((is)), 

where the library ((is))}. 

A. Where is the ninth entrance. 

‘ B. Tne ninth, I do not know where. 

The ninth entrance. 

Is there a ninth? 

A. There is. i 

B. I do not know the ninth. 

XY do not know. 

A. What (kak) do you think. 

You have worked there so nuch time, and so forth. 

SE BLED 01: NOY PETRA Es RG steep MO REINA TS bee ete ee Ne νποιπησπο 

! Ι Ἶ ἢ 

Syme EGR eA. tty fea 

ἀπ ane AAS wt Sra 

Ἢ τὰ ares 

Ἐξ 
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Cc. 

ier. 

I do not know way I do not nov. 

Ig there one (({i.e., ἃ ninth entrance)) 

There is. 

I do not know, I do not know; I was not ((there)). 

You must know smere it ((is)) and what ((is)) there. 

I do not know. 

Is it that you consider the ninth entrance ({to be that of)) the 

Directorate ((of the KGD)) for Moscow and Moscow Oblast nore 

currently. 

This building ((of that Directorate is)) uncer a conpletely different 

number, and they are next to.... 

They are near ((each other)), they are attached. 

Nearby, but it has another number. 

And it has its ((own)) entrance. 

‘fhe entrance from Lubyanka ((Street)). 

From Malaya Lubyanka. 

Where the ninth ((is located)), or.... 

I do not know, I do not know; the ninth I do not know. 

If you know all the rest, the others, what reason, why can you not 

tell ((about)) the ninth. 

Because I do not know if it exists, whether there is one; and if 

there is one, then I never was there, and I do not know where it is 

ποτε me 

ue EEN TE gee 

wwe! + 

τ 

Η t 
‘ 
Η 
: 
t 
‘ 
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A. A person cho has worked ((there)) 11 years can in no way niss it... 

HS pty et 

B. Σ do not know. 

XY do not “now morc. 
ΐ Ξ 

that you must think up seomthing more substantial or more truthful. 

((Taere are)) no entrances of any sind here. δον Ε 

A. You could not in any way have missed.... . 

ἢ. 1 do ποῖ πον, I do not ‘snow. 

A. wowever it «oes, hnovever it twists, you willd@ n&hing ((i.e., you 

cannot chance the facts)), because it exists and people co there 

every cay. 

Β. ((Lauchs)) Well, shere is it. 

Where is it. 

A. In Building 12, 

ἰ RB. In Building 12, look’ ἰ 
4 

: 

ἰ Here are four ((entrances)): it ends with the fourth; around the i 

ἢ corner, the entrance (vihod) froa the courtyard -α here ((21so0)) 

i 
i are four: the fifth is closed —~ I never was there <= the sixth, 

seventh, cighth; there, taat is all. as 

i 

i 

{ A. Ye can talx this way for a long time, but I an inclined to say again ᾿ + 

ΐ 
: 

| 
| 

} 

B. Do you want me to think up something for you, or to tell the truth + 

as I know ((it)): 

A. Speaking of the eighth entrance, speaking of the seventh entrance, : 

speaking of the ninth entrence and speaking of the fifth entrance, ~™ 

ΗΙ 4f you worked ((there)) 11 years, you must know ((them)) as ((you 

Ἷ | 7 ὦ boomed 

| _sthntt—— ὰ 

\ 
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I an tolling you what I now, waen and shat ShGranced I used ee 3 

(vishodil... vykhodil). [- a 

I co not know another entrance. 3 

. 7 
4 

A. What do you think (ial: Vy schitayete); what conclusion aust 1 nake, 4 

when the ninth entrance exists.... i 
᾿ i 

Β. ((interrupts)) I do not know where it is. : 

A. ...And ἃ nuwaber of eclenents (podrazdeleniye) which work very closely 

with the Sccond Chief Directorate are there, and an enployee Tho 

worked there 11 years does not know about this. 

B. I have enuzerated for you all entrances of Building 12 which.... 

A. The problem is that that is not all ((of the entrances)). 

And I see no basis, if you know all the rest, more or less, ((for)) 

why you do not tell ((about)) the ninth. τ : 

i ἘΣ 
; B. I do not know the ninth. 

: 

I told you that I do not know. : 

Well, how can you pose the question so 

A. I certainly am not ((just))posing ((a question)). . ; 

It exists. 
' 

One can in no way (ni kak, ni kuda) throw it out. : Ψ ὃ 

ἱ Β. I do not know, I do not know, I do not know. : 4 

A, There it is written, in white on black or black on white, “Entrance 4 

No. 9". | ξ 

B. I do not know Entrance 9. 

de ised 

Ἢ wade Saco noes aoe 

i i 
ἐν t ἢ 
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“you in the 'foscow Oblast ((xGB building)). 

In the lruildin: itself 

ἘΠ ΕΡΟΝ ee SU to B. About two tines, probably, or three. os : Ἢ i 

! 

ἢ a | | i 
A. In the vhole 11 years, only about two or three tines. = ᾿ Ι 4 

a ἢ 4 

i 3 
ἢ 4 

B. Yes. 
i Ἶ 

A. And how aany times during your 11 years of work did you pass by along 

Malaya Lubyanka ((Street)). 
i 

Fron its ((the street's)) beginning to its end. 

B. It woulda seen (Kak budto by) I did so (proxhodil) a few tines, of 

course. 

A. Well, "a few times", this is a loose idea (ponyatoye rastyazhimoye). 

After 11 years, to say "a few times", this is almost ((as if to say 

you)) were not ((there)) at all. 

meee» B. I passed by a few times, but I did not count how many tines. 

I did not have to, there was no need to pass along the whole of 

Malaya Lubyanka ((Street)) often. 

I went, by the way, in 1953, I often went to Lubyanka, but... I 

went via Malaya Lubyanka. ἡ “εν 

Why τ 

ὁ Apc Lh eee στα υκον ines 
I had a certain safe apartment (konspirativnaya kvartira) when I 

began to work in 1953; this K/K No. 7 was on Markhlevskiy Street , 

_ (wlitsa); it is parallel to Lubyanka. >. . 

One could go along Harkhlevskiy Street then, but I went along.... 

A. ((Interrupts)) Well, we have enough time ((to talk)) about this 

apartment No. 7 and Markhlevskiy Street. 

Can you briefly explain to me -- begin froa Malaya Lubyanka, straight 

from Building 12 and up -- what was there: ἢ 

ee ϑεῤῥᾳ.-. .υ αν το ΜΕ ace earbots miata Sins Dis etn 255 

dpe 
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Let us finish with Building 12; further, the Yoscow Oblast ((xG3 

buildin:)), begins.... 

Opposite, opposite, (({is)) a noteworthy place, here, opposite the 

Catholic church (kostel). 

So; what is before (pered) the church. 

Some ind of low building.-~ two floors, to my thinking. 

Vhat is located there in it, what special ((thing)). 

I do not tznow of anythins special. 

Ι never was there. 

To my thinking, our housexeeping and supply offices (khozyaystvo) 

were there: of the ΟΥ̓ -Ξ 08, 

Further, let us go ((on)) teyond the church. 

The usual buildings (Obycanyy dom); I never went there to even one 

of then.... 

On the left, on the right. 

... Either on the left, ((or)) on the wieht: 

Nothing special. 

Nothing special, noteworthy. 

ee. There is nothing notevorthy. 

No. 

Βα. να 
eomty rede lao ~ 

Dyadic sate nein 
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ΓΕ fab ee 

ee Ta een 
i i : 4 > 

You know, if I worked there Yor quite a lensth of tine and you worked 

((there)) 11 years, I also had no special reason to so alonz his 

street -— let us say I did ((this)) two tincs less, so “ὦ Sut, on 

the basis of what I saw and what I know, it seers to me ((that)) 

you must know more than I, especially ((concerning)) more recent 

tines. 

Because in 11 years, not only in the way of work and cases, ὅπ 
Jct τκοανλον aoe toss erates Sa: 

ea. 

simply because it happened so (tal: nozhet byt'), I rode along, 

walked along ((this street)). 

Not necessarily. 

It ((is just)) an alley (( dead end” - tupichek)), a little 

through-street (pereulochek), Halaya Lubyanka; if one has to go on 

Malaya Lubyanka, then only (AG). 

...This alley, etc.; it is alongside the KGB and Suilding 2 and 

Building 12 and ((the building of the XG3 for)) Moscow Oblast and.... 

((interrupts)) Well, and what of such (chto zh takogo) (XG)... it 

is not necessary for you.... 

Each KGB employee knows all of these buildings as ((he knows his own) ) 

fingers. 

πα ((they are)), for what, where. 

What I needed to know, I knew. 

Why can you not explain this. 

I have explained to you. | 

ὸ 

ὲ 

4 What I needed to know, I knew; I am explaining to you. 

And again the question: how ((do you)) explain why (chto) you 

cannot correctly say where the Personnel Directorate is situated, ~ 

((why)) you cannot say that it is at the fifth entrance (pod"yezd), 

SRE 
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et 
+ 

Bi th eats eae 4 aes, 

((can do)) so about other entrances: 

I must say that a part of what you have said is the truth, as it 

concerns 1953, approximately. 

Understand ((ne)); how (({is it that)) you do not understand; you rag 4 

are working in Central (Tscntraltnyy) Building 2, I am working in ΕΣ 

Building 2, so, there in the Old Building; do I go much, often, to 

“the New Building’ 

Oy, OY, OY, OY, OY. 

Very rarely. 

For what is it necessary for mc to go to Building 12. 

If it was necessary for me to go to the Party Committee (Partkoa), 

I went to the Party Committee; if it was necessary for ne ((to go)) 

to Personnel “ὦ it was not necessary for =e to go to Personnel, no 

one phoned me; there was no need whatsoever for me to go to Personne].. 

Where did I go. 

I went to the sixth entrance in Building 12 -- this is FINO; there, 
i 
t 
} t ἢ 
i i 
᾿ 
: 

they reccive money and they write out travel documents there <~ I 

went there. . 

Now. 

But, there is the cighth ἜΝ the Party Comnittee of the Komsonol 

((i.e., the Eonsomol Committee, although B says, ‘“Partkon Komsonola")), 

when I went in 1953-54, then, the Party Party Committee ((i.e., the 

Party Committee; B thus distinguishes it -= "Partkom Komsonol")). 

So, now, ((1 went)) to the fourth entrance most often, because ((1)) 

had (prikhodilos') to give assignments (zadaniye) to the Second 

Special Department, to the Sixth Special Department ~~ ((I went)) 

here often. 

I was at the second entrance a few times -~.tais ((was)) about two 

or three before ((my)) departure abroad; ((that is)) all. 

There was no further necessity ((for me)) to go to Building 12. 

Absolutely none. 

You say that you went to the Operational Rauipacnt Directorate - ee 

(Upravleniye Operativnoy Tekhniki) ((i.e., the Operational-Technical 

ΒΕ σα 
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ac YAAS ἡ σώαν, gene γα σύρης, RRR ieee τονὲ ete BOTA RLE RATS ARSCTREESD: LO a 

emetic (4. 6. τῆ 6 ‘Operational-Technical Directorate,- OTU)), and.so. 

B. 

A. 

A. 

Yes. 

If you went there, often save ({(tien)) assignments, οἷς, then ἸΔΟῪ 
8 

do you explain that you do not know General S4VCiIEN.O, Ivan 

Tikhonovich; how do you explain this 

I do not ‘now, I do not know SAVCIDINO. 

I do not sce any basis, if you i:now, there is no sense and no basis 

((for you)) not to tal: about this. 

I eo not now. 

I ((just)) now said: I wert.... 

He is not dead; he was there, he is there. 

((fait}) one minute. 

I am telling you ((that)) I went to the Second Special pepe etna 

to whom did I give assignments. 

Well, the first year, 1953 -— to KARASEV, personally to the Chief 

of the Second Special Department; then, later, to ZABOLOTHYY . 

τὸ the Sixth Special Departuent -= to SHCHIKOCHIXHIN, to SHCHIXOCHISHIN 

To whom else... well, you go, in the Second Special Department, to 

“Marusya", YANICHEV, BORISENKO, you go to these ((persons)). 

((That is)) ali. 

In 1962-~63,. 1: went a few times to PATRUKHIN... from the chiefs of 

the OTU; ((that is)) all. 

To whom.else did I go: 

(2G) 

For our next conversation, I want you to think a little about 

these questions of which we have talked today. ΝΣ ere 

I consider it a direct necessity to return again to then. 

SECRET 

Pe re 2S κατε τ κοὐ τ 

Leta σα σνωτλν ον emcee πε τον 
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πλιὸ 

B. 

A. 

‘But I have told you only that which I remember. 

Please. ts ae ener 

I think that we tried very hard to introduce order in the questions 

and answers, but I do not see that you ((In xnglish:)}) clear up 

everything. 

foo bad (Naprasno), too bad. 

I consider that you -- despite some truthfulness in your statements, 

in the testimony which you vive, etc. -- are inclined, anyway, for 

some reason unknown to me ((not to tell the ‘{cuth)) -- cither you 

are not telling the truth or you do not know ((the answers to)) 

those questions which one would know ((how to)) answer just like 

taat ((Snaps fingers)).... 

((Interrupts)) That which I know, I answer. 

.-. Without any hesitation. 

In addition, you make ((what)), in your view, perhaps, it seems, 

((are)) small mistakes, but in my view -- very large ((ones)) -- 

when, for example, you say ((that)) ROZHENKO ((was)) at the eighth 

entrance, where he never was (gde on nikogda ne sidel). 

I do not know. 

Z saw the Personnel man (kadrovik) only at the eighth ((entrance)). 

I would not want our more or less friendly conversation to change to 

a stronger course (ruslo). 

I would consider it useful that you think ((about this)). 

I have told you that, you see what -= you already put the question | 

so (tak)... absolutely not believing.... 

Well, I cannot.... ΠΝ 

What I know, I tell (XG). 

a 

Fee ee τ νὰ ate τὶ εἶν 

ἐλ βου, San dash oS Aa + 

ae 

te 

ἐ. 

ἰ 
H 
¢ 
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is to help you and to help my colleagues in sone measure, though 

they are fully convinced and have their ((own)) correct opinion. 

1 think (schitat') that you should think in general about that {- 

: 
position in waich you find yourself (nakhodit'sya). 

And when we talk about ((some)) questions, if they (({i.e., the i 

answers)) are not known to you, it will be much simpler to say that 3 

‘*y was not there and I do not know than to drag in, or to do 

something like that, your ((own)) conclusions, such as: "I inagine" 

or "I think’. 

Everyone can imagine and can lie.... 

But that is the reason; you ask ne, but I tell you that I do not 

know, but I imagine so... thus. 

Because imagination sonetimes can misinform (dezinformirovat').... 

So, I emphasized to you: “It is my imagination" (2G)... ((at)) ᾿ 

this moment, when [I have explained it to you, I have said that I : Ε 

do not know exactly, I can only say “imagination”. 

2 names see One cannot, for example, believe -- if a person has worked ((there)) 

1: years and knows that he began ((work)) in 1953; a person who has 

worked there cannot say that, at the eighth entrance, he was in the 

Personnel Department, which never was there ((at the cighth entrance)). 

Well, if I went, ((if)) I had these conversations there.... . i 

Before my entrance (postupleniye) ((on duty)), precisely ((at that 

time of entrance on duty)), and ((even)) now a part {chast') of 

Personnel is there, it is (sidyat) ((there)). 

What -- they did not want to let you in the Personnel Department 

and a-Personnel man went to the Party Committee (Partkom) or the 

Komsomol...: 

((Interrupts)) Lord, deliver ((me)); Lord, deliver ((me)); I even 
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agreement and find a common language . 

because I saw the office (rabochaya obstanovka), I saw ((that)) - a= ak 

4 or 3 officers sit in the office, they have mpers on the desk... 

what. 

No ((that was πο the case)). 

I think that we will stop on this ((point)) today. 

“- 

ἐξ 

Ἢ 

I think we will meet again. 

I would like to say only one ((thing)). 

That my, it was, it was my Sincere wish to say, hiding nothning.... 

((In English))}) Well, 

between us, it seems not conpletely so to me. 

But for me... there is no reason οὗ any kind to hide something or 

to conceal something such. 

((XG -- A and B speak at the same time)) 

..If one has absolutely no reason of any kind, or if there are such i 

reasons, I would like to hear these reasons. 

Really, for me there is absolutely no reason of any kind, no wish 

of any kind to tell you lies (nepravdu) and to hide something. 

But after our conversation of today, the first, I can tell you τἀ ae goku 

straight out ((that it is)) ny impression that you probably must ; 

think very, very much before we really. will come toa common. 

Because I have come not ((just)) to spend time and not to busy myself 

with nonsense. 

I do not want to say that what you said today is nonsense or lies, 

etc.; a part of what you said today, etc., is the truth and 

absolutely no one will deny it. 

But a mumber of moments of which you have spoken, etc., one cannot 



κάρα κύσαι σπιοσα --τ.ν...-ο-.....-.σὉτ5.....ντονντπἶν.....υ..ὕὕ..... 

((XG; A and B speak at the same time.))_ 

You are frec to have any opinion. 

I want to say that if you say, ‘You are free“, etc., of course, I 

am free, but I do not want to think this way (tak), as I want.. 

((Iinterrupts)) I do not want you to think.... 

((3G; A and B speak at the same tize.)) 

If we ((have)), for example, somewhere a question arises, a question 

arises, etc., some kind of nisunderstanding, as, say, with regard 

to the Personnel Department or with SAYCHENNO there and others, etc. 

I would wish that the person who has worked in Moscow in the Organs 

of the KGB, as he says, for 1] years, would give me a more or less 

plausible explanation, ((other)) that that which he has given ne. 

We are at the greatest impasse. 

As I said, it ((is)) so simple. 

We can continue our conversation for quite a long time and I can 

tell you directly that I am here, really, I want to establish the 

truth. 

Where there is a lie or for some reason you have found it necessary 

to say other than what you wish or ((other than)) what is ((so)) 

in fact, you can, without any fear, say that.... 

..Where you are inclined to be in such a position, as ((that in 

which)) you began today, and not give more or less plausible 

explanations on a number of questions, I think that.... 

((XG; A and B speak at the same time.)) 

v
a
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ce ences wna Fou think (schitat*y-that {nave Tied ἐσ you; 

A. 

Good~by . i 

telling you the truth, then why do you talk with xe. 

If you think so. 
[ 

‘I already have emphasized that much of what you have said is 
a i 

plausible. : 3 

Well, so == J have not lied (sovrat') to you, I have not lied 

(solgat'); not at all. 

Too bad you are this way (Naprasno Vy tak). 

Well, what, then. 

I think it is not necessary to be upset (nervnichat’), to take 

offense, etc. 

What offense. 

((XG; A and B speak at tie sane time .)) 

I you really are inclined.... 

I really ((am so)) inclined, and I really wanted.... 

...Some kind of help, that I would help clean up this case (delo), 

in which there is so much dirt, etc. 

I think that you must thinx ((about this)) today and decide. 

Perhaps you yourself will begin to tell another story (tema) tomorrow. . a 

Goodby . 

"ase ane te οφασφοίπτσες eens τ 


